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METHODS AND
PRACTICES
AT A WOMEN’S
SHELTER
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TO THE READER
Violence against women and children is a global problem and one of the most serious violations of

The book deliberately features on the methods used by the Danner shelter. They may derive from

basic human rights. Worldwide, more than one woman in three is subjected to physical or sexual

a local Danish context but that does not prevent them from serving as inspiration for such work in

abuse by her partner, and even more women are exposed to repeated psychological violence. In the

other countries.

countries with which Danner collaborates, the numbers are far higher.
Violence in close relationships is extremely complex. It has psychological, relational and structural
Women and children exposed to abuse are under extreme physical and mental strain, and they

and gender aspects. Violence against women has many human, health, social and economic

need qualified help on their way to lives without violence. Danner has more than thirty-five years

consequences, yet even in Denmark domestic violence is a taboo subject. Danner regards the

of experience of working with women and children exposed to violence. We receive about 2500

causes of violence as multi-faceted. While this book deals solely with how to help the victims of

inquiries a year from such women, their relatives and fellow professionals, and we give refuge to

violence, Danner also works in other areas to combat the structural causes of violence against

between fifty and sixty women and their children at our shelter in Copenhagen/Denmark every year.

women. We are fighting to dispel the taboo about domestic violence and to hold politicians
accountable in the struggle for gender equality. We believe that if we work together across national

This manual for shelter methodology draws on the experience and knowledge we have built up at

borders and professions we will succeed.

the Danner shelter. It describes for the first time the methods used by a shelter in Denmark to help
women and children through their crises to lives free of violence.

We hope this book will inspire the development of new methods and promote debate, with the goal
of continuously improving and developing the services we provide for women and children exposed

Danner has been working internationally since 2007. In cooperation with shelters in the Middle

to domestic violence.

East, Greenland and Afghanistan, we pass on and share methods of working with women who have
been abused. We do so through training shelter staff and helping to build professional networks

The translation of the manual into English was made possible by The Augustinus Foundation and

enabling shelters and other practitioners to work using the same theoretical and methodological

The Jubilee Foundation.

foundations. Our goal is to strengthen efforts to help women and children exposed to violence so
that they can break the cycle of violence and recover from its effects.

Happy reading!

This book may improve the capacities of other shelters, provide a basis for sharing experience, and

Lisbeth Jessen

serve as a manual to complement the training activities for shelter staff provided by Danner and

CEO, Danner

our partners. We also hope that the manual will help to strengthen the shelter movement globally
by promoting a common language for professionals who work with the victims of violence.
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USING THE BOOK

GLOSSARY

This book is in two parts. You can read it from

Chapter four describes the services we provide

The terminology of social care varies widely

Family Division: the judicial instance that deals

cover to cover or you can use it as a reference

for women and children not in residence, and

from country to country, as do healthcare and

with custody and access issues

book.

for their relatives. It also looks at our services

social services. This book employs a number of

for fellow professionals.

related terms which may or may not be familiar

Social services: A feature of the welfare state,

to the reader. We hope this glossary will help

these are public services which vary widely from

you if you are in doubt.

country to country and may be provided by the

Part one describes the shelter, including the
theories and methods for working with women

Chapters five to eight describe our work with

and children who have been exposed to

women and children who are staying at the

domestic violence.

shelter, and the aftercare services we provide

A&E: Accident & Emergency, Casualty,

organisations, etc. They may include health

once they have left the shelter to resume their

Emergency Room

care, education, job training, public housing,

Chapter one describes the theories upon which

state, local authorities, charities or private

normal everyday lives.

our methods and practices are based.

etc.
Expectant mothers: Pregnant women, mothers-

Chapter nine is a brief account of the latest

to-be (we use “expectant” to emphasise that

The authorities: The courts, the police, the

Chapter two describes how domestic violence

developments in our work and of our visions

our concern is primarily with the emotional

immigration authorities, social services; bodies

affects women and children and the way we

for the future.

aspects of approaching motherhood)

with political and administrative powers

The book draws on and cites many key authors

Custody: Child custody, legal guardianship,

Shelter: a refuge for women and children

Chapter three introduces the integrated

in the field. The bibliography often refers to

residence: the question of where the child is

exposed to domestic violence

approach adopted by shelter staff.

Danish translations of their works. For those

to live and which parent (or both) is to exercise

interested, we suggest searching the internet

parental responsibility for the child

approach the perpetrator.

Part two explains the methods we employ in

for the names of the authors as their books,

our efforts to help women and children exposed

articles, main points or theories are often

Access: A parent’s right to contact with the

to domestic violence before, during and after a

readily accessible in English.

child; sometimes referred to as “contact” or

period of residence at the shelter.

“visitation”
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01
THE THEORIES
BEHIND WHAT WE DO
This chapter introduces the various theories we draw on in our everyday work: domestic violence
theory, crisis and trauma theory, developmental psychology, and attachment theory. It also
describes the integrated approach we take, our insistence on systematic casework, and our
narrative-inspired practice. At the end of the chapter we look at the theory behind this
narrative-inspired practice, and subsequent chapters expand on the way we apply this theory in
our everyday work.

THE THEORETICAL LANDSCAPE

“Domestic violence theory puts the reactions of

We base our work on a wide range of social,

the victim into perspective. We use this theory to

psychological and educational theory drawn

show that victims are not alone in their

from more than thirty-five years of experience

experience of violence; that their reactions are

of working with the victims of domestic

natural, and that whoever inflicted the violence

violence. These theories are derived from

always bears the responsibility for doing so. The

practical experience of working with the victims

theory can provide a useful tool for reducing the

of domestic violence. The theories provide

guilt and shame many victims feel.”

different approaches to explaining such

SOCIAL WORKER, DANNER

violence and the victim’s situation, and suggests
methods that may help victims to deal with what

“Crisis and trauma theory provides a frame of

they have been through and to define goals and

reference for anyone who encounters

wishes for their own lives. This is what some of

violent events in their own lives or those of other

the Danner staff say about these theories:

people. Trauma involves disassociation from
your own body, your self-identity and the people

12 | HOW WE WORK
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around you, and the theories suggest well-

“The narrative conversation is exploratory by

For the purposes of our work, violence means physical violence, psychological violence, sexual

documented approaches to working on and

nature and helps women and children to identify

violence, material violence and financial violence. The box below goes into more detail.

regaining mental and physical stability to enable

the stories from their lives that they regard most

victims to recover from their traumatic

highly: stories that reveal their life values and all

experiences.”

that they have done in order to survive.”

PSYCHOLOGIST, DANNER

CHILD SPECIALIST/EDUCATOR, DANNER

FORMS OF VIOLENCE:
Physical violence includes:

“Developmental psychology is central to our

Being shaken, struck, kicked, slapped; attempted strangling or stabbing; prevented from meeting

understanding of the child and what it needs

VIOLENCE THEORY

at different stages of development. This is

This is a bucket term for a range of theories that

essential when we counsel mothers about their

explain what violence is and how it develops in

Psychological violence includes:

own children.”

a relationship. These theories are derived from

Being ridiculed, humiliated, criticised, watched, isolated, threatened with physical violence,

CHILD SPECIALIST/EDUCATOR, DANNER

practical experience of working with victims of

mistreatment, suicide, or abduction of any children; having your judgment or actions questioned.

physical needs such as sleep and food.

violence and sociological studies that reveal

“Attachment theory tells us that children need

patterns characteristic of violent relationships.

close, secure caregivers if they’re to develop

Sexual violence includes:
Being forced into sexual intercourse or other forms of non-consensual sexual activity.

and grow strong. When a mother is subjected to

Violence theory is used as a psycho-educational

violence the child’s development is at risk,

tool to help women and children to learn about

Material violence includes:

and as far as we can we try to help her to

violence and to understand their situation. It

Destruction or deprivation of personal property.

re-establish herself as caregiver for her child.

helps victims to appreciate that they are not

When you work with mothers and children you

weak or stupid, but in the power of another

Financial violence includes:

cannot ignore attachment theory.”

person. If we are to refer a victim of domestic

Not having control of your own finances, being denied access to your own or shared bank accounts,

PSYCHOLOGIST, DANNER

violence to the shelter, we need to know about

having to beg for money, being forced to sign loan agreements or become indebted in other ways.

the forms violence takes. This helps us to

“If we’re to provide comprehensive, respectful

determine whether the woman has been

help, it’s vital that we think and work in an

subjected to domestic violence. In situations

integrated manner, systematically and

where we consider the victim to be in grave

When violence becomes the norm

inclusively. If not, we may fail to spot underlying

danger or is severely traumatised by violence,

The psychological weakening of the victim is a symptom of the normalisation of violence (LUNDGREN 2004).

factors and meanings of great importance to the

violence theory is a useful tool for quickly

Violence becomes part of the relationship and a normal component of everyday life. The boundaries for

individual victims, who may not receive the help

describing just how much danger she is in. It

what is normal gradually expand. After a while the victim can no longer tell what is normal from what

they need.”

helps her to understand that the situation really

is not.

SOCIAL CARER, DANNER

is serious, and that she needs to remove herself
from the violence.

Sociologist and researcher Eva Lundgren bases her analysis of violent relationships on an
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understanding of violence as the instrument by

victim’s coping strategies change. As the violence

which the perpetrator gains power and control

spirals she becomes more and more isolated

of the victim. She shows that the perpetrator

from other people and her self esteem breaks

uses three strategies to achieve this:

down. She is drawn closer and closer to the

• The perpetrator exerts controlled violence

centre of the spiral, and it becomes less and less

aimed directly at the victim

IDEALISATION

possible to escape from the relationship.

SMALL-SCALE
PSYCHOLOGICAL
VIOLENCE BEGINS

• The perpetrator isolates the victim from
relatives and friends
• The perpetrator alternates between
tenderness and violence

Violence is about power and control
Power means to enforce your will in a social

OTHER FORMS OF
VIOLENCE: PHYSICAL,
FOR EXAMPLE

relationship even when the other party resists.
To exert power through violence creates an

The victim develops strategies to prevent

unbalanced relationship, and the perpetrator

violence from occurring and to survive in the

increases his control of the victim.

FALLING IN LOVE

ISOLATION

relationship. She supresses or explains the
violence as accidental or due to stress or

Marius Råkil and Per Isdal, two psychologists

jealousy on the part of the perpetrator. The

who developed the ATV – Alternative to Violence

limits to what the victim will put up with

therapy scheme in Norway for violent males,

gradually become erased, and she assumes

describe it as the hierarchical nature of violence

responsibility for the violence. As she weakens

(RÅKIL 2002).

psychologically she loses her sense of what

is not based on equal status, and so the victim

comprises a normal relationship, and her

consciously or subconsciously submits to the

growing isolation increases her emotional

increased power that the perpetrator exerts

dependence on the perpetrator. The victim

through violence: also when the perpetrator is

begins to see herself the way the perpetrator

not present physically. Råkil and Isdal point out

sees her; this causes her to lose her

that the perpetrator often describes the violence

selfesteem. Normalisation is a gradual process

as unique occurrences, whereas the victim

which slowly affects the victim’s faith in herself

describes the periods separating the episodes of

and her belief that there is any alternative.

physical violence as states of considerable

LOSS OF CONFIDENCE
AND SELF-ESTEEM

SUPPRESSION
THE START OF
THE RELATIONSHIP

Violence creates a relationship that

LOSS OF NETWORK
RESPONSIBILITY

NORMALISATION
OF VIOLENCE

SHAME AND GUILT

mental pressure, with constant alertness and
Normalisation is part of a spiralling cycle of

attention to the actions and signals of the

violence that can be used to describe how

perpetrator. The victim tries to predict the next

violence evolves and affects the victim. Its

episode and exerts increased self-censorship to

intensity and frequency slowly increase and the

avoid doing anything that may provoke.

The spiral of violence: the model shows how violence affects the woman over time, and how both victim and perpetrator may normalise
and trivialise it as it slowly becomes part of their everyday lives. The cycle takes the shape of a spiral and can be used by
professionals to help them to understand the dynamics of domestic violence but can also be used by the victims. Professionals should
realise that to a woman who feels trapped in the cycle of violence, to escape from the spiral may take as long as the journey into it.
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Violence theory can help the victim

the longing, attraction and love she will often

relationships: in some studies as many as

“Violence is any action directed at another

In our experience, thorough knowledge of the

feel towards the perpetrator.

sixty-four per cent had been depressed

person that harms, torments, frightens or

mechanisms of violence and the consequences

abuses, and causes the other person to do

of experiencing violence in the family is vital,

something against her will or not to do

as it helps the victim to feel secure in her

CRISIS AND TRAUMA THEORY

Herman says the symptoms of PTSD can be

something that she would like to.”

conversations with us. When we respond to her

Crisis and trauma theory helps us to understand

divided into three categories:

(TRANSLATED FROM THE NORWEGIAN, PER ISDAL 2002).

reactions as only natural, and she realises that

how the particular trauma is affecting the

• Hyperarousal

we recognise what she has been through

woman and child and what we can do to counter

• Re-experiencing

without prejudice, this reduces the guilt and

any psychological difficulties they experience

• Avoidance

shame.

in everyday life as a result. It also helps us to

Råkil and Isdal emphasise that violence is an
attempt to cope with a subjective feeling of

(KERNIC 2003).

recognise needs that may be caused by

Hyperarousal is an increased state of mental

powerlessness. This impotence may be

Knowledge of the mechanisms and consequences

previous traumas. This may affect the way we

activity in which the sufferer is permanently on

associated with a specific emotional experience

of violence is not only vital in relation to women

regard the present trauma and help us to meet

the alert. Her body is constantly aware of threats

such as feelings of inadequacy, shame or abuse,

and children who have been subjected to violence.

their individual needs.

even when the situation is apparently safe and

and violence allows the perpetrator to regain the

It is also important in our personal and

feeling that he is strong and in control.

professional networks as it enables us to inform

What are the symptoms of a trauma?

According to Råkil and Isdal the perpetrator

other people about the reactions we may expect

If somebody has been subjected to violence she

often fails to acknowledge his own position of

from women and children who have experienced

may very well display symptoms related to those

Re-experiencing is a state in which the sufferer

power and feels equal or inferior to the victim

violence.

we encounter in cases of PTSD (post-traumatic

re-lives the traumatic events as if they were

stress disorder). Studies show that as many as

happening in the present. This may be in the

However, we must also be aware that violence

eighty-four per cent of the women subjected to

form of flash-backs while awake, or as

The violence must also be regarded as a

theory does not provide psychological

domestic violence meet the diagnostic

nightmares. Remembered traumas intrude

dialectical process. The perpetrator and the

understanding of the individual history of

criteria for PTSD (LEVENDOSKY 2000). These

spontaneously. Traumatic memories often

victim are both human beings with their own

violence. We must beware that we do not allow

symptoms may also become internalised by

appear as a story frozen in the mind as

needs, and different goals and motives for their

the theory to categorise the victim and to define

the victim and cause chronic changes to the

sensations and images that are repeated again

actions. Power and impotence must not only be

her as such. Being labelled as someone who

structure of her personality.

and again. They never change and they do not

regarded as a theme for the perpetrator but also

has been subjected to physical, psychological

as a theme that plays a role in the relationship

or sexual violence can give the victim a

The psychiatrist Professor Judith Herman

between the perpetrator and the victim.

negative self-image (KOSS 1985); this may limit her

describes this as complex PTSD, and relates it to

Avoidance results from changes to the victim’s

However, the perpetrator is always responsible

own exploration and description of what has

the symptoms suffered by people who have lived

thought processes. Such changes may be ob-

for the violence.

happened to her. Violence theory may also

with repeated traumas such as violence over an

served in dissociative states in which sensory

categorise the perpetrator solely as an abuser,

extended period. Depression is also frequently

perception becomes distorted. Avoidance often

which may make it hard for the victim to share

a symptom in women who are living in violent

goes hand-in-hand with emotional numbing,

(RÅKIL 2002).

secure; she is often edgy, irritable, and unable
to sleep.

help the victim to cope with her experience.
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where events are still perceived by the sufferer but experienced as if she is under partial
anaesthetic, some sensations may be lost completely, or the sufferer feels that the events are
unreal. Avoidance can also take the form of amnesia in which parts of the memory are blanked out.
The sufferer alternates between re-living the painful, traumatic events and avoidance or emotional
numbing. The frequency of these different states is not fixed: whereas the symptoms of
re-experiencing mainly appear in the initial days or weeks following the traumatic event in question,
the symptoms of amnesia or emotional numbing become more dominant after three to six months
(HERMAN 1992).

Professor Ask Elklit from the Danish National Centre for Psychotraumatology at the

University of Southern Denmark observes that after three to six months there is a considerable risk
that the symptoms will become chronic unless the sufferer receives the necessary therapy.
According to Herman, the recovery process has three phases. The primary task in the first phase is
one of stabilisation in order to make the sufferer feel safe; in the second phase it is remembrance and
mourning; and in the third phase it is reconnection and integration with everyday life. Our descriptions of
the three phases and the therapy we offer women and child victims of domestic violence are based
on Herman’s thinking in relation to these primary tasks (you can read more about this on pp. 57-59).
Anyone who has worked with the victims of domestic violence will have observed that there may
be considerable variation in the help required. As a result we have added to our understanding of
crisis and trauma by incorporating theories that recognise that there are differences in the degree of
traumatisation in women and children, and adapting the help we offer them accordingly. One source
of inspiration in this respect is the psychologist Jens Hardy Sørensen’s categorisation of trauma
victims in terms of their resources.
Identifying the woman’s resources
To enable us to help victims through the recovery process we need to describe the resources they possess. We then assess these resources; one criterion is the victim’s ability to mentalise (SØRENSEN 2009).
Mentalisation is the ability to interpret one’s own and other people’s intentions, desires and motives.
Professor of psychology Peter Fonagy describes the ability to mentalise as an important aspect of
child development, and of great significance in understanding the individual’s mental and
interpersonal abilities in adulthood (FONAGY 2004).
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In our work we meet women with very different degrees of traumatisation. Some women profit from

affect emotional development describes how the development of the child’s brain must be seen in

process-oriented therapy, whereas others suffer from such traumatisation that a supportive

the light of the experiences the child undergoes as it interacts with its closest caregivers. The

approach focussing on the body may be preferable. Looking at the individual’s resources enables

growing emotional maturity of the brain depends on the child’s contact to its caregivers. Hart’s

us to assess the kind of help most useful to the victim. We must continually review the relationship

theoretical approach gives us an understanding of how to help with the challenges children face,

between the trauma in question and the resources of the individual.

whether they are developing normally or when their development does not correspond to their
chronological age.

One challenge we face is that the trauma in question may cause the woman to appear to be less
resourceful than she really is. It is therefore often necessary to conclude the stabilisation process

When somebody experiences a traumatic event the basic structures of the brain are activated,

before we are able to draw up an overall assessment of her state and situation.

including defence mechanisms such as fight, flight, or playing dead. Women and children recognise
these defence mechanisms when they tell us what they did when they were subjected to violence.
When women and children arrive at the shelter they have experienced dramatic, often traumatic

DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY

events. They may need regularity, structure, care and sleep, all of which can mute the activation of

Developmental psychology is the basis of our understanding of the children who come to the shelter,

the basic brain structures (HART 2006).

but it is also a theoretical frame of reference for our work with women who have been exposed to
violence.

Affect regulation and affective adjustment
Affect regulation and affective adjustment are concepts vital to our work with mothers and children,

Theories of developmental psychology describe ways children develop mentally in relation to their

but also to our work with women in general. They need our help to adjust and regulate their

surroundings, thereby telling us the best ways of meeting any given child at its own particular stage

emotions, which they themselves may also experience as extremely dramatic.

of development. We use this knowledge when we are counselling a mother about her child’s needs.
We also apply developmental psychology when we encounter a child who does not behave like other

The ability to share emotions is one of the most important aspects of social contact. The parent of a

children of the same age. Theories of developmental psychology equip us to meet the needs of such

new-born baby shows its kinship with the child by mimicking its behaviour. When the infant is about six

children in the best possible way (MORTENSEN 2001).

months old, however, the parent begins to focus increasingly on the emotional content of an
action. This means that parent and child can begin to inform each other about their internal worlds.

However, we cannot understand a child in terms of developmental psychology alone, because the

Professor of psychology Daniel Stern calls this affective adjustment (STERN 1995, MOTHANDER 2002).

trauma symptoms can give a misleading picture of the child in question. So it is vital to look at the

Affective adjustment is an important aspect of the infant’s empathy development and it gives the child a

child’s difficulties in the light of the situation it is in.

fundamental feeling of being understood. If a mother is subjected to violence it can weaken her capacity
for affective adjustment, so it is important that we help the mother to communicate with her child.

Mother-child attachment plays a vital role
When a mother is subjected to violence her ability to protect her child mentally and physically is

We support the child’s zone of proximal development

weakened. This may affect the child’s development, and we aim to strengthen the attachment

When we work with women and children our help must be adapted to the family’s current situation

between mother and child in order to ensure that it develops in the right way.

and challenges. We talk to them about what their next step will be, using the Russian psychologist Lev
Vygotsky’s theory of the zone of proximal development. According to Vygotsky normal psychological

Susan Hart, a psychologist specialising in child development and the neurological processes that

development arises through regulation, but the individual then develops the capacity to regulate by itself.
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Self-regulation takes place within the zone of proximal development. Tasks a child is able to complete

in different ways and has different strategies

with help from caregivers at present will be within the child’s capacity to complete unaided in the future.

for adapting and surviving. In connection with

understandings into action and therapy in

Vygotsky divides the process into the three zones illustrated below:

societal conditions individual physical,

relation to the client, the social system and

• The first zone consists of the tasks a child currently masters

mental and social resilience plays a decisive role

surrounding society (GULDAGER ET AL 2002).

• The next zone consists of the child’s zone of proximal development

in determining whether the consequences for

• The third zone consists of tasks beyond the child’s capacity for mastery.

the individual prove to be more or less serious.

These focal points are the foundations of our

Societal factors typically include employment,

casework, internally and when we involve external

education, finances, housing, health, class,

bodies such as social services. The composition

gender, culture and age. New developments

of our teams also reflects the integrated

in society, including new legislation and

approach, enabling a social care, educational and

regulations, also affect the individual and

psychological focus on different aspects of the

must therefore be considered, too.

lives of the women and children (there is more on

WHAT I CAN DO BY MYSELF

WHAT I CAN DO WITH HELP

WHAT I CAN’T DO AT ALL

(THE CHILD’S PROXIMAL
DEVELOPMENT ZONE)

• The ability to translate these prior

our interdisciplinary approach in Chapter Three).
Our philosophy is that societal conditions affect
the individual during childhood and as an adult,

We approach our casework systematically

not only regarding whether it can enjoy life at an

To conduct our social work in the best possible

acceptable material level, but also with regard

way we need to work systematically. Professor

The caregiver must respect the child’s autonomy in the first zone, and support its zone of

to having the necessary strength and energy to

Tine Egelund, a senior researcher at the Danish

proximal development by providing space for the child to try things out (HART 2006). The model is a tool

enter into and develop relations with other

National Centre for Social Research, and social

for heightening our awareness of what we may expect the woman or child to be able to master at

human beings.

worker Lis Hillgaard, say that the systematic
approach can be divided into the following phases:

any given time, and where they will need our help. We use the thinking behind this model not only in
relation to the child, but also the woman.

AN INTEGRATED APPROACH, SYSTEMATIC CASEWORK AND PARTICIPATION
We take an integrated approach

Assistant Professor Jens Guldager researches

• Investigation/defining the problem. This

the social worker’s prior understanding of social

involves collecting the available information

problems and her approach to them. He says

on the subject’s resources and problems.

that ideally, integrated social work should focus

• Assessment/planning. This involves

on the following:

addressing the problem. What are the short

• Conceiving and understanding the

and long-term goals of the intervention?

The help we provide victims of violence needs to have a broad focus. To consider societal conditions

background to and connection between

Which measures should be taken, and which

or personal circumstances alone is to fail the victim. The quality of social work, including preventive

people’s social problems, resources and

approach should be used?

care, depends on an integrated approach (GULDAGER ET AL 2002).

needs
• The ability to couple problem, resource and

• Follow-up/monitoring/evaluation. This
involves the continual collection of data. The

Taking an integrated approach to the individual’s social problems means considering the societal

identification of needs to the job of helper,

intervention undergoes evaluation. (EGELUND

and personal forces that influence and socialise us as human beings. Each of us reacts to problems

counsellor, advocate or entrepreneur

AND HILLGAARD 1993)
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So systematic casework is much more than just maintaining records or other types of written

It may be far too overwhelming for a woman in

perpetrator belittles the values of the victim and

communication. We must know about the individual’s life situation as a whole when we describe

an acute crisis to participate as a co-player or

destroys her drive and sense of self. Her

the problem; only then can we make a professional assessment. We use the assessment for

player, for example. But however she

self-narrative is often negatively affected by her

planning what we need to do to remedy the problem the woman or child is facing. Egelund and

participates, her involvement will be based on

experience of violence (WEHMEYER 2010). Living with

Halskov state that the description of the problem and the professional assessment must not be

a continual dialogue to ensure that she is kept

violence has gradually caused her to lose her

confined to documentation and statements provided by other experts but must also include the

informed and involved.

personal integrity and sense of self (WHITE 2008).

victim’s own narrative and interpretation of her own situation (EGELUND AND HALSKOV 1984). The

She often feels paralysed, and that to change

systematic procedure outlined above describes our own approach to casework in general. The

her situation is difficult or impossible.

residence plan, i.e. developmental plans for the woman during her stay at the shelter, is a specific

NARRATIVE THEORY AND METHOD

example of this approach. Residence plans are drawn up and continually revised through dialogue

In our encounter with women subjected to

Narrative practice involves challenging the

with the victim of violence in connection with her stay at the shelter and during after-care.

domestic violence and their children we draw

subject by asking questions to help her to

on the narrative approach because it focusses

change and to achieve a more favourable, more

How do we involve the woman?

on the individual’s opportunities for change and

faceted picture of herself. In our sessions with

We want to involve the victim as much as possible when we plan the kind of help and support she

opinion-shaping, including the hopes, intentions,

the victim we focus on life stories that can help

needs. So involvement is a core value in our work with women and children.

desires and values she associates with a good

her to escape from the dominant problem-laden

life: aspects that are absent from the lives of

story, and we create a new platform from which

many of the women we meet.

she can view her life and act in a new way. We

Professor of social psychology Per Schultz Jørgensen operates with three levels of involvement:
influence, co-responsibility, and autonomy. The three levels are associated with three roles: that of
informant, co-player, and agent.
• An informant contributes what she knows and explains her position in the social universe and 		

describe this kind of therapeutic approach as
How do we reinforce new life stories?

a “scaffolding conversation”: a conversation

The therapist and social worker Michael White

that helps to sustain and support the woman’s

developed his narrative method for use in child

development.

how it affects her. An informant enjoys significance through being able to provide information on

psychiatry but the narrative approach is now

her own situation.

applied in many different areas. It is based on

We look for cracks in the victim’s story that may

the idea that we all have many different stories

provide access to her own skills, resources and

about ourselves, of which some dominate more

values. Her positive narrative identity is evolved

share what she knows but also her personal perception and competence regarding plans of

than others. The story we author about

by urging her to develop what she already knows

action. A co-player enjoys the right to a voice and to expressing her views.

ourselves helps to determine what we perceive

about herself and to identify lots of positive

as meaningful in our lives.

examples from the stories she has already

• The role of co-player is more extensive than that of the informant. The co-player does not only 		

• The role of player is the most comprehensive of the three, and in addition to sharing what she 		

described that will bulk up the positive narrative.

knows and having views of her own, she is able to make decisions. She enjoys co-determination,

Narrative theory does not provide a clear

She becomes aware of new ways and means of

autonomy and the right to make her own decisions regarding important things in life (JØRGENSEN 2000).

definition of violence in the way violence theory

understanding and tackling her problems. We

does. But we may assume that narrative theory

help her to arrive at a preferable story about

regards violence as traumatic because the

herself: a story which can help her to augment

The degree of involvement always depends on the specific case and the individual’s own resources.
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replace the woman’s often problem-laden narrative (WHITE 2006B, RUSSEL AND CAREY 2007).

her decision to come to the shelter and absent herself from the violence it becomes possible to talk
about the violence in a healing way. This reduces the risk of her becoming defined by the violence

In outsider-witnessing, a witness (a relative, friend, co-worker or a fellow victim of domestic

she has suffered, and also counters her experience of losing her sense of self (see under violence

violence) listens to the woman’s preferable stories and narrative identities. Then the witness

theory and trauma theory).

describes what struck a chord and how the story moved her. White specifies four categories of
witness response that bring themes and values into focus:

Control of your own life

1. Identifying the expression (What caught your attention?)

Scaffolding conversations very much focus on developing the victim’s agency. Agency is an important

2. Describing the image (What images of the woman’s life and identity did these expressions 		

concept of narrative theory: it involves strengthening the individual’s drive and control of her own
life. According to White, if you achieve agency in your own life you gain more control of it, and that
you must not give in to the voices of prevailing cultural norms (WHITE 2006A). Many women subjected
to domestic violence feel they have lost their agency, so this is an important focal point during these
conversations.

evoke?)
3. Embodying responses (What is it about your own life that accounts for what these expressions 		
caught your attention?)
4. Acknowledging transport (How have you been moved by witnessing these expressions? /
Where has this experience taken you to?) (WHITE 2008, WHITE IN RUSSEL AND CAREY 2007).

Narrative theory aims to reduce the perception of personal failure with the concept of

Witnessing connects the person being witnessed to the witness’s narrative via the themes and

counterpower. The philosopher Michel Foucault makes clear that power can only exist by the virtue

values they share. This helps to break down the loneliness and sense of personal failure.

of counter-power, and that counter-power is therefore always present. Talking about the victim’s
attempts to counter the negative influence of the violence she has suffered turns a conversation

The narrative view of the individual

about difficulties and challenges into one about knowledge and skills (HOLMGREN 2008).

An exclusively narrative therapist always tries to centre on the client (avoiding the position of expert),
exploring different possibilities and paths with her. In our conversations, wherever it makes sense to do

White also describes listening out for exceptions in the problem story as things that are absent but

so, we do likewise: a case in point is when we are exploring the woman’s values and desires for her own

implicit. If the victim feels stifled in her violent relationship, this means that she regards values such

life. But in our everyday work we often meet victims of domestic violence who need guidance if they are to

as equal status and self-esteem highly, for example. If she is upset because she does not have the

achieve safety and stabilisation, for example.

energy to play with her child, this is because she values intimacy and contact with her child.
In such cases we assume the position of expert consultants, drawing on violence theory and trauma
Narrative practice acknowledges individual differences and subjective experiences. This is

theory. Narrative theory also draws on the social constructionist view of the subject: the self is regarded

particularly important in the encounter with a woman who has lived with repression and often felt

as relational and narratively constructed and not as the intra-psychological (inner) entity found in

isolated because of the violence. We try to use language which shows that her abilities, knowledge,

developmental psychology, attachment or trauma theory. Here, our efforts to clarify and understand the

convictions and desires are appreciated (WHITE 2006B AND 2008).

victim’s problems and assess her intra-psychological state are incompatible with the narrative approach.
However, inspired by narrative theory, we are aware of the defining and stigmatising effect diagnoses and

Outsider-witnessing strengthens identity

labels can have on the victim. Instead, we try to talk about feelings or actions as external phenomena

Outsider-witnessing or witnessing documents, such as letters or poems (see pp 129-130) can be

that seize and take control the individual.

included in the conversation. Witnessing can contribute to a richer, preferable narrative identity to
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In this regard the use of externalising language is

in greater danger, both in the relationship

core to narrative practice. Our philosophy is that

and even more so if they try to leave him.

the person is not the problem, the problem is the

Professionals should also be aware of the

problem. Naming the problem causes a shift in

possibility of violent resistance, as this may

language: “I am to blame for my child not thriving”

occur as a reaction to the violence of power and

becomes “I am seized by feelings of guilt”, or “I

control (JOHNSON 2008).

am depressed” becomes “depression has got hold
of me”. When we name the problem the victim is

Intimate terrorism

often relieved as it enables her to do something

• General need for power and control of the

about it.

woman
• Violence used as a means to achieve power
and control

THE NATURE OF VIOLENCE
When a woman approaches the shelter, the
professional may start by determining the

02
VIOLENCE AFFECTS
THE WHOLE FAMILY

• Severe and frequent psychological and
physical violence
• The violence escalates over time

This chapter presents an overall view of the effects of domestic violence, and the methods we
concentrate most on in our work with women and children who have been exposed to violence. The
effects are complex, and they will be further expanded upon later in the book when we describe the
specific methodical tools we employ. At the end of the chapter we present in more detail how we
approach the abusive father.

nature of the violence to which she has been
subjected, as this may influence the kind of

Situational couple violence

intervention the woman and child require, and

• The violence occurs in conflict situations and

the degree of risk.

is often spontaneous
• The violence is infrequent and seldom

Violence may be divided into three categories
In some cases the violence may take the form

life-threatening
• Both partners may be violent

of isolated incidents during arguments, for

THE EFFECTS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

The violence may also cause the woman to lose

Over half the women we meet have been living

touch with friends and relatives, leaving her

with violence for three years or longer and have

lonely and isolated. It may also be detrimental

often been subjected to more than one form of

to her working life. In 2010 less than a third of

violence (DANNER, IN-HOUSE STATISTICS 2010). The

the women resident at Danish shelters were in

effects are considerable. As described in

employment. One study shows that 24 per cent

example; in others, both partners may display

Violent resistance

chapter 1 many suffer traumatic reactions. As

of unemployed victims considered that the

violent behaviour (situational couple violence).

• Violence used in self-defense against a

many as eighty-four per cent of them meet the

violence they had suffered was the direct cause

Violence may be part of a fundamental pattern

man who exerts intimate terrorism

criteria for the diagnosis of PTSD (LEVENDOSKY

of their being out of work, and 83 per cent of

2000).

them thought that it had had a detrimental

of intimate terrorism whereby the

• This kind of violence usually occurs when

They are in a constant state of high arousal,

perpetrator wishes to exert power and

the woman is trying to protect herself or

they have sleep problems and fear, and

control over the woman, and where the violence

her children from violence on the part of the

experience flashbacks of the violence (LEVENDOSKY

increases in severity and intensity (power and

perpetrator

AND BERMANN 2000).

The traumatic events often

effect on their working lives (SCHACKE 2009).
Some women lose their entire family network

control). Violence as power and control is highly

affect their minds: they lose their fundamental

when they escape from the violence. Reasons

destructive emotionally and physically, and

sense of identity and are tormented by feelings

for this include the fact that the perpetrators are

women who live with perpetrators like these are

of guilt and shame (HERMAN 1992).

family members, or because the family will not
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accept that the victim has left the perpetrator. In Denmark, foreign women who are admitted to the

parent and hence the well-being and development of her child in the long term as well as at the

country to be reunited with their families risk losing their residence permits if they separate from

present time. This has encouraged us to devote particular attention to the mother-child relationship:

the perpetrator. In some cases they are subjected to violence by the family if they are returned to

we want methods that will strengthen the bond between mother and child. We often find that no

their country of origin. In 2010 17 per cent of the ethnic minority women resident at our shelter were

single theoretical approach can explain the symptoms and difficulties a family is suffering. Our

at risk of deportation (DANNER, IN-HOUSE STATISTICS 2010).

experience tells us that we must follow the family’s progress over time: a mother often manages to
recover her caring instinct within six months once the acute crisis has abated. However, experience

We focus on helping the women to come to terms with the violence and on securing their social

also tells us that she frequently encounters new stress and difficulties in the life of her family years

conditions such as finances, employment and custody issues.

after she has left the perpetrator. At such times her motherhood will be challenged again.
We regard helping the mother to achieve greater understanding and care for her child as perhaps

WHO ARE THE PERPETRATORS?

the most effective area on which to focus to achieve changes to the lives of mother and child alike.

Sixty-six per cent of the women at shelters in Denmark have been subjected to violence by their current
partner. Thirty-four per cent have been subjected to violence by others, such as former partners, family
members, and/or in-laws (BARLACH AND STENAGER 2011).

WHEN CHILDREN LIVE WITH VIOLENCE
Children who live with violence in the family are in a state of emotional chaos. They try to make sense
of what is going on and to regulate the violence. They tell us how hard it can be to navigate their father’s

HOW DOES THE VIOLENCE AFFECT CHILDREN?
Developing methods to work with children witnessing or subjected to violence is essential. Studies
show that one child in five has been exposed to physical violence by one or both parents (KORZEN ET
AL 2010).

But children who witness violence between their parents are also victims, and the effects of

witnessing violence may be just as great as actually being subjected to it. Many children living with
violence are afflicted by psychosomatic symptoms such as sleeping problems, stomach ache and
restlessness. They may develop depression, fear and PTSD. They often develop attachment problems,
which can affect their chances of establishing relationships later in life. Growing up with violence in
the family also increases the risk that the child will also develop violent behaviour patterns. Recent

mood swings and sudden anger. Uncertainty and the impossibility of predicting the next violent and
abusive episode leave children in a constant state of fear, stress and heightened arousal. They often
have nobody to talk to about the violence in their homes, and the violence fills them with shame and
guilt. In order to make sense of what has happened they try to identify failings of their own. Their
feelings for both parents are ambivalent, and they attempt to navigate amidst their split feelings for
mum and dad.
Having parents who both perpetrate violence and are subjected to violence does not only result in
emotional difficulties: it also makes it difficult to understand yourself and the people around you.

research indicates that the foetus, too, may come to serious harm if its mother is subjected to
violence during pregnancy (Van den Bergh 2005). With such serious effects, we must intervene to help
children exposed to violence, and so the focus of our work is very much on supporting the children.

WHAT ABOUT THE ABUSIVE FATHER?
To stop the violence in a relationship or a family and to keep the harm done to a minimum, the
perpetrator and the victim both need help. Our work revolves around women and children exposed

WHEN VIOLENCE AFFECTS MOTHERHOOD

to violence, but we include the abusive father if possible and if it makes sense to do so in terms of

At the shelter we see how a mother’s reactions to violence can affect her behaviour as a

the child. We are methodologically aware of how we refer to the perpetrator. Our practical
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experience and method development have
THE IMPROVING SOCIAL INHERITANCE

helped to underline how much the violent father

CHILDREN’S PROJECT

matters, and we regard it as our duty to work

Psychologists, child specialists and a social

from an integrated perspective.

worker from our shelter formed a group to
improve the quality of our work with mothers

We run into obstacles if we try to help the child

and their children. They studied our practices

to escape from the violence by focusing only

and methods with a view to improving the

on the mother and child without including the

well-being and development of mother and

father. So we are very conscious of just how

child, and to re-establishing the mother’s

important it is to work closely with the bodies

relationship with her child.

that deal with perpetrators. The next few paragraphs
provide an overview of our understanding of the

Focus areas:
•
•
•

•

abusive father and how we work with him.

Upgrading the psychological aspect of our
work with mother and child

Why are fathers sometimes violent?

Reinforcing the mother’s parental and

Academic studies of fatherhood show that men

caring behaviours

display the same interest in their children and

Improving the support provided by the

the same awareness as women (MADSEN ET AL 2002).

child’s professional and personal

To understand what is at stake for the abusive

networks by communicating our

father we need to look at his own upbringing.

knowledge of violence and the needs of

One study indicates that 60 per cent of abusive

the child

fathers were themselves exposed to violence in

Improving the support the family will 		

their families as children (FOR EXAMPLE, ASKELAND ET

receive in after-care by strengthening

AL 2010).

our working relations with social services
etc.

Research focusing directly on the connection
between abusive fathers and the role of
caregiver is limited. The Norwegian psychologist Marius Råkil, who treats violent men, says
that the relationship between the abusive father
and his children is often affected by his limited
capacity to regulate his own emotions (RÅKIL 2006).
He becomes locked into his own explanations
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and he removes the violence from its context. Råkil suggests that the abusive father’s problem is not

child’s period at the shelter. The context for this is that the acute crisis abates and the child works

aggression but powerlessness that may be explained by the nature of his own attachment and his

through its experiences. The child becomes conscious that violence is wrong and gradually learns

reactions to trauma: his attachment to his children and his behaviour as a practising father derive

to place responsibility for it on to the father. However, the father does not always arrive at the same

from his relations with his own parents during his childhood.

realisation, which can complicate relations.

As the father often has a history of insecure attachment in his baggage his own behaviour as a

Many children are forced to navigate their split feelings for their father and mother during their stay

practising father may easily break down. He becomes locked into his own emotions and is unable

at the shelter. Contact with the father is often re-established during or after their stay: the children

to regulate those of the child. His own traumatisation and distorted sensory perceptions

both fear and look forward to this. In our experience children and their mother continue in many

have damaged his sensitivity towards other people. He is also put under additional pressure by the

cases to be subjected to psychological or physical violence even after they have escaped the

child’s own reaction and attachment patterns, which are often characterised by the child’s exposure

abusive father. He often uses the child as an information channel through which to control the

to violence.

child’s mother, and his emotional control of the child continues. It may therefore be very difficult to
determine the appropriate form of access.

The father is often challenged by:
• Lack of empathy and understanding for other people; lack of awareness of his own
behaviour patterns (lack of mentalisation or disturbed mentalisation)

Case: a child’s contacts with her father during her stay at the shelter
Mary is fourteen. Her father has access rights while she is at the shelter. She tells the child

• Inability to regulate of his own emotions

specialist how uncomfortable the questions her father asks about her mother make her feel: “Has

• Reactions to previous traumas affecting his current relations

your mum got a new boyfriend?”, for example. Mary is afraid her father will seek out her mother if

• The child displaying insecure attachment (RÅKIL 2006)

Mary replies in the affirmative, and she is also hurt and frustrated that her father is only interested
in her mother. He does not ask how Mary is feeling or how she is getting on at school. Children do

The child’s relations with its father

try to distinguish their father’s violence from their father as a person, but unless they receive help

At the shelter we meet children who accuse their father of violence and tell us that they hate them.

to understand and interpret the violence they have witnessed or been subjected to, there is a

But most children also indicate that they love their fathers despite the violence and even though

considerable risk that they will repeat the same patterns of violence (ERIKSSON ET AL 2008). The

they are afraid of them. Some children identify with their father and accuse their mother of the bad

strategies adopted by the child testify to the relational conflict it is in: one that may have immediate

things going on in the family. They express themselves in words similar to those of their fathers: “It’s

and long-term effects on the child’s development.

your fault! You wrecked the family by walking out!”
Dealing with the father
According to psychologist Per Øystein Steinsvåg, children who have grown up with violence in the

We are very conscious of the complexity and ambivalence that characterise the child’s relations with

family sometimes find it hard to work out whose side to take in the conflicts. If a child sides with

both parents. From the child’s point of view, we regard the child’s relationship with its mother and

its father despite his violent behaviour, this may be because the child is afraid it will suffer further

father as equally important, and we are conscious that the child must relate to both of them: now,

abuse. The mother is often the parent the child feels most secure with: it may then seem the safest

and in the future. The child’s contact person and psychologist (or both) have conversations with the

option to show loyalty to the father (STEINSVÅG 2007).

child while he or she is at the shelter in which the dilemmas and conflicts in relation to the father
are addressed. Our experience of meeting violent fathers is limited but we have had

In our experience the child’s attitude to its father changes and becomes more balanced during the

conversations with some of them during the child’s stay. These conversations took place at neutral
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locations away from the shelter and were con-

		

to limit access to what the child can cope

ducted by one or two shelter workers. The con-

		

with and to obviate the necessity of any

versations focus on giving the father information

		

contact between the parents

on the child to motivate him to change, to teach
him about the child’s needs and well-being, and
to support him as a
practising father (ØBO 2011).
When the shelter offers the father such an

– The provision of permanent supervised
		

access arrangements

– Violent fathers must agree to treatment
		

before they are allowed access to the

		

child.

• Legislation should ensure that violence

opportunity we are well aware of the complexity

is treated as an aggravating circumstance in

of such a measure. As a women’s shelter it is

high-conflict cases. This will improve child

not our role to work with violent men, but there

protection

are families where this may bear fruit if the

• Shelters need qualified practitioners

focus is on strengthening the father-child

and flexibility to enable them to conduct

relationship (see Chapter 9).

conversations with violent fathers who have
access to their children. This is mainly to

An integrated approach for the whole family -

support father-child relations by making the

including the violent father and the abused

father aware of the child and of the effects of

mother and child - requires the following:

violence on the child.

• The different bodies and authorities working
with the family must coordinate their efforts,
determine who does what, and work together
• An integrated approach also requires a
parallel treatment option for the violent father
• When assessing what is best for the child
we should also assess the parenting abilities
of the violent father
• More focus should be put on protecting
children exposed to violence, to include:
– Greater focus during social care
		

assessments on the child’s well-being in

		

the access context

– More flexibility in access arrangements
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03
ENSURING AN
INTERDISCIPLINARY
APPROACH
Domestic violence presents a whole complex of problems requiring action at several levels. To
provide integrated, comprehensive help we must take an interdisciplinary approach. This chapter
introduces the professionals and the volunteers working at the shelter and describes their core
areas. It goes on to describe the weekly shelter conference, the most important instrument in our
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What do the social workers do?
Social workers are responsible for counselling women and children not resident at the shelter, and
serve as contacts for women currently or previously resident there. The contact provides primary
social care functions and is there to support women along their entire pathway, helping to create
order in the outer chaos that often accompanies them when they are admitted to the shelter.
Functions may relate to custody, divorce proceedings, contacts with social services, personal
finances, legal matters, residence permits, applications for housing, and documenting the woman
and child’s situation to file with the public authorities. The social worker maintains links to social
services and other bodies supporting the woman, and conducts supportive conversations with her
about the violence and its effects.

“I support the woman in her efforts to structure and understand her everyday life. Once she has got
the outer chaos under control, it’s easier to work on the chaos inside her. This is fundamental to any
progress.” SOCIAL WORKER, DANNER

efforts to provide interdisciplinary, integrated help for women and children exposed to violence.

HELP FROM DIFFERENT ANGLES

The social care and child specialist team

At the shelter, social workers, child specialists, psychologists and a large group of volunteers all

If the woman has children, they are given their own contact person: a child specialist who will focus

contribute to an interdisciplinary approach in our work with women and children. This approach is

on the well-being of the child. The social worker assigned to the woman, and the child specialist,

coordinated and its aims determined at the conference.

work as a team, and will often conduct conversations together particularly early in the woman’s stay.
These conversations may involve the woman and child together, or one at a time. By talking to both
at the same time, we protect the woman and child from the distress of having to tell their stories
repeatedly, and interdisciplinary efforts are made easier because measures can be coordinated on

CONVERSATIONS, INTERVIEWS AND SESSIONS

the spot with a shared frame of reference. The team draws up a joint strategy for how to help the

Conversations are vital to our work with women and children. They serve specific purposes and assume

woman and child: this reinforces the integrated efforts both at the shelter and in relation to external

different forms according to the stage the woman and child are at in dealing with the violence. They

bodies such as the family division, the Danish Immigration Service and social services.

include stabilisation conversations, informal conversations, child specialist conversations with and about
the children, conversations to foster recovery, strategy planning conversations, informative conversations,

What do our child specialists do?

courses of treatment by a psychologist, mother-child conversations, and conversations with expectant

Our child specialists’ job is to secure the child’s interests and well-being during and immediately

or new mothers. We also use formal groups whose sessions are also a type of conversation.

after its stay at the shelter. Our child specialists tell the child what is going on and help the child to
process its violent experiences. One of their most important functions is to help the mother to be
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aware of the child’s needs. They also serve as advocates for the child with regard to social services,

involved with Danner, ranging from students,

which advises victims and their relatives via the

school and day care. Our child specialists are also trained adult educators.

people with different professional backgrounds,

internet. Volunteers also organise social events,

people without jobs, early retirees and old age

communal meals and organise arts and crafts

pensioners. There are as many volunteers now

classes. Their aim is to make the day more

as there were in 1979 when the Danner Shelter

interesting and varied for the women and

was founded.

children in residence.

“As a child specialist my focus is always on the child and the child’s interests. I make sure the child’s
voice is heard. When I talk to a woman about an aspect of her life my starting point is always what it
means to the child and the child’s well-being.” CHILD SPECIALIST/EDUCATOR, DANNER

The volunteers complement and supplement
the continual, professional efforts of the
permanent staff, providing their time, presence,

What do our psychologists do?

dedication, care, support, peace of mind and

The social workers and child specialists help to assess whether women or children need to be

practical help. Each of the volunteers has her

referred for assessment conversations with one of our psychologists. Assessment conversations

own special skills and potential, benefitting the

may be followed by a range of therapeutic conversations: these may continue after the woman and

staff and the women and children when specific

child have left the shelter. The woman or child is referred to a psychologist if it is considered that

needs arise.

a child has developmental problems, for example, or that there are concerns about the specific
mother-child relationship. A woman may be referred to a psychologist if she is experiencing

Around one hundred volunteers work at Danners

difficulties that require therapy. The psychologist usually becomes involved after the acute crisis has

Drop-in Service. They advise victims and their

abated, but may be brought in earlier if the woman or her child are suspected of being suicidal, or if

relatives who phone in or come to see us at the

they are suffering from severe psychological difficulties or trauma reactions that are preventing the

door. They also help the women and children

assigned contact from fulfilling her responsibilities. A series of conversations with the psychologist

by accompanying them to the bank, to hospital,

will usually take place in parallel with the functions undertaken by the assigned contact, and their

to the post office, etc., and often chat to them.

joint efforts will be coordinated via assessment meetings and weekly conferences (see pp 41-47).

The volunteers have no direct influence on the

but also with regard to their previous experiences and traumas.” PSYCHOLOGIST, DANNER

The volunteers

children who have had to live with violence.
For the seven hours that I spend at the shelter
every two weeks I regard myself as being
completely at the shelter’s disposal with
everything I’ve got in me! I help with all kinds
of different things from personal support,
advice and guidance to practical matters big
and small. Basically I just hope I can make a
tiny difference.” VOLUNTEER, DANNER

not (always) know their backstories. This allows
for another kind of conversation. Residents often

Once a week the shelter has a three-hour

tell us how much it means to have someone

conference. The purpose of the conference is to

willing to spend time with them. It confirms to

get all the shelter-professionals together to

the woman and the child that what they have

discuss action strategies for the women and

been through is serious, and that they matter to

children in residence and topics that are

other people.

prominent in our everyday work. The conference

Volunteers have always played a central part at Danner. Danner was founded by volunteers and until
2005 it was run by volunteers with a skeleton professional staff. Nowadays there are 200 volunteers

to show my solidarity with the women and

THE CONFERENCE: THE HEART OF OUR
JOINT EFFORTS

situation the women or children are in, and do

“As a psychologist I work therapeutically with women and children with regard to their current situation

“I volunteer at the shelter because I want

ensures that every area of expertise is brought
Others work for Danner’s Online Counselling,

into play and that we address a range of issues
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from the psychological, social care and management points of view. Interdisciplinary collaboration

described, that the conference sticks to its timetable, and that communication is professional and

helps to upgrade our work with women and children at the shelter and to ensure an integrated

constructive throughout.

approach.
The specific roles each co-worker plays and the clearly defined phases of the conference help to
The conference is at the heart of our everyday efforts in several ways, as it is also the only time in

ensure that our efforts during the conference are focused and efficient and that we share relevant

the week when everyone is in one place and we can discuss what we are doing with our co-workers.

professional knowledge. The structure of the conference was inspired by associate professor and

Our conference discussions often give us a clearer view of the most important aspect of a particular

social worker Karin Kildedal’s KVIFA model, Co-worker Knowledge Sharing in the Caring

case and what the next step should be. The burden of responsibility is shared between us and

Professions (KILDEDAL 2008).

deliberations with colleagues ensure that we look out for each other more: nobody is left on their
own with a particular case and the difficulties it may involve.

When we present facts
Depending on the problem to be discussed at each conference, we include specific facts chosen as

How is the conference structured?

according to whether we are going to talk about a new family, a woman or a child. In the case of new

Our weekly conferences are all structured the same way. They start with a presentation of a

families, it is relevant to focus on risk assessment, and in the case of children it is important to talk

particular problem and the desired outcome of the conversation. Then the facts of the matter are

about how the child is getting on in everyday life and with its peers.

presented. After this we share our deliberations before developing a common strategy for dealing
with the problem. We round off the conference with a witnessing session or an assessment of the

The facts requiring clarification are described in the conference papers, and are used for guidance

conference itself. The weekly conferences have the following six phases:

during the conference. When we lay out the facts in the first phase in-depth descriptions and actual
examples are important. They provide a good basis for our reflections and solution strategies during

1. A clear statement of the problem and the desired outcome

the second phase.

2. The facts
3. Reflection and deliberation

During the first phase, we avoid presenting assumptions and assessments. We do not make use of

4. The solution

these until we have arrived at an adequate knowledge base.

5. Doubts (things to be explored in more depth)
6. Rounding off/witnessing

The fact phase: an example
Sarah is five years old. Her mother has been subjected to physical and psychological violence by

The problem is presented by a staff member. It will be drawn from her current work with the women

Sarah’s father since pregnancy. Her mother’s abdomen suffered physical violence during pregnancy.

and children. She emphasises where she feels she needs input. The members of the reflecting

Sarah was born eight weeks prematurely. She has almost no language. She says “no”, “will”, “yes”.

team, which comprises everyone at the conference, contribute their deliberations and knowledge.

She screams loud and long, lashing out and kicking in frustration if her mother says it is time to go

The assigned contact is given the opportunity to respond to their comments as the conference

home from the playground, for example. Sarah’s mother is afraid of her and unable to hold her when

progresses.

Sarah gets frustrated. Sarah attends the shelter playgroup for three hours every day. She seems
happy to get there; she smiles and laughs when she sees playgroup staff. She loves to listen to

One co-worker serves as conference chair. She directs procedures and is responsible for

stories and to do painting. Sarah is fond of Peter, who is nine months old and who is looked after in

ensuring that the problem is clearly defined, that the reflecting team focuses on the problem

the playroom at the same time, but she can be very rough with him. Loud noises and
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commotion seem to scare her and make her

differences can be aired. Some co-workers may

uncomfortable. A written report has been drawn

be deeply concerned about a woman and her

up for social services, who had no previous

child where others think they are doing very

knowledge of the family.

well. In such cases it is vital to focus on the
many specific descriptions presented during the

When we reflect

fact phase, and that during the reflection phase

Once the facts have been presented we

we take a professional view of the problems

proceed to the next phase of the conference: the

involved.

reflection phase. Our reflections ensure that the
actions we take in relation to a family are

Again it is the duty of the chair to ensure that the

professionally well-founded and that our work

dialogue at the conference is constructive and

with the family is truly interdisciplinary. While

professional.

we reflect, the group does not necessarily agree.
But various views may emerge to flesh out what

The reflection phase: an example

can be done for the family. The assumptions,

Sarah’s language and emotional development

assessments or hypotheses we present at

do not correspond to her chronological age.

a conference must be professionally and

She was born prematurely and this may have

theoretically sound and informed by ethical

affected her mental development. But there

considerations.

is also concern about possible damage due to
violence during her mother’s pregnancy. Her

We draw on narrative practice and

mother finds her hard to cope with and is afraid

developmental psychology but we also include

of her, too, which may be adding to Sarah’s own

the experience each of us has gained from our

fear and insecurity. If Sarah’s father is allowed

work as child specialists, psychologists or social

access right now, how may this affect her?

workers. Our reflections are sometimes difficult,
and there may be a tendency to move straight

When we seek solutions

to the solution strategies, thereby skipping a

The various professional views presented at

vital, indispensable step in the process. It is also

the conference may encourage us in the

important to keep the personal detached from

direction of a joint solution. They also ensure

the professional when we discuss a case at a

that we employ an integrated perspective in our

conference. Sometimes co-workers have

work with women and children. In seeking

contradictory views concerning a family, and

solutions our starting point is always the

the conference provides a forum where such

woman’s zone of proximal development, or that
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of the child. This helps to ensure that as far as possible the next step will match the subject’s

comes to supporting the victims of domestic

difficult to arrive at a therapeutic alliance that

readiness.

violence in every way. The importance of an

works. Moreover, the women and children may

integrated approach has become increasingly

themselves be a challenge with their insistent

The solution phase: an example

clear to her. For example, it is important that

contact seeking, over-adjustment or silence.

Sarah has been referred to a psychologist at the shelter to assess the help and support she and her

social services can take over when the shelter’s

This may cause shelter staff to react negatively:

mother need right away. We want to determine whether we should refer Sarah to social services for

resources are not sufficient. The “Who

we feel irritated, uncertain or helpless.

an assessment of her difficulties because of our suspicions that she was harmed by violence before

does-what-and-when” approach has been

she was born. We want to inform social services of the difficulties we observe in Sarah, and convene

highlighted at the conference today, and she will

Yet it is our duty as shelter professionals to

a network meeting. The child specialist is there to help Sarah’s mother to manage Sarah’s

be taking it with her into her future work.

establish and maintain the most appropriate

frustration, and video recordings might be a useful aid. We want to focus on the situations in which

contact with the person at the centre of the

Sarah’s mother deals with Sarah’s frustration successfully.

conversation, whatever the challenge. Our

AVOIDING SECONDARY TRAUMA

empathy and response are vital to the way the

How we round off

Co-workers who listen to harrowing stories of

conversation progresses and to the victim’s

We round off our conferences in various ways. Sometimes a collective assessment by the whole

violence are at risk of secondary traumatisation.

perception of being seen and heard. Work at the

group seems to be the most desirable conclusion, while at other times a witnessing based on a

This can include the entire spectrum of

shelter is only possible if we are in contact with

narrative conversation or a poem seems to be called for. If a conference has been particularly

emotional reactions to the woman or child we

our own emotional responses and in control of

difficult, afterwards the group may need to discuss what took place and if there are issues we need

want to help and the traumatic events they have

them. So our emotional response is a resource,

to be aware of in future. However we choose to round off the conference, the aim is our professional

experienced. If we identify with the woman’s

but also something we must master.

development and to ensure that we are conscious of the values that matter to us as professionals.

feelings of helplessness, anger, grief and fear,

WITNESSING AT OUR WEEKLY CONFERENCE
Witnessing helps us to adhere to and clarify our professional values both as individual members of staff
and as a group. The subjects that come up at our conferences often find resonance among our staff,
and witnessing enhances our sense of common purpose in terms of the shelter’s professional efforts
and competencies.

our response is to try to rescue the woman or

How do we ensure emotional mastery?

child from all their problems. But the more

Emotional mastery depends on the possibility of

we regard the victim as helpless, the more we

professional development, including the chance

reduce her own agency. We also lose our ability

to share our concerns and experiences with

to recognise her own resources and

others. The shelter provides several forums

opportunities to act. This underlines the

and opportunities to do so.

importance of maintaining an appropriate
emotional distance from the victim, adjusted to

The formal consultancy forums at the shelter

suit her situation and capabilities (HERMAN 1995).

consist of external supervision, discussion at the
weekly conference, and daily morning meetings

Witnessing: an example

Crises and traumas often damage self-esteem,

where the focus is on coordinating and handing

A co-worker from the reflective team is interviewed in the rounding-off phase. She says that

attachment and the ability to form relations

over, but acute consultation is also an option.

during the conference she has realised just how good one of her colleagues is at applying an

based on trust. This means that during

integrated perspective. This resonates in her because she sometimes feels inadequate when it

supportive conversations it is sometimes
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BEFORE A CONVERSATION

DURING THE CONVERSATION

WITH A WOMAN OR CHILD

• We can bring in a co-worker

• We can prepare the
conversation with a

(either agreed on in advance
or as required)

colleague
• We can consult co-workers
at the daily morning
meeting in acute situations

stay at the shelter. When friends and relatives

or other forms of neglect perpetrated by a close

AFTER THE CONVERSATION

step in with offers of resources and respite this

relative, and they may need to relate to this

• We can debrief with a

is often an invaluable support for the woman.

relative in future. If members of her family

So we continually consider whether to invite

perpetrate violence a woman may also require

members of her personal network to the

help and support to determine how to relate to

shelter leaders in acute

conversation (with her consent, of course), and

them.

situations

if so, when.

co-worker
• We can consult with

What is the role of the professional network?

• We can raise the matter
at the weekly conference

Many women lose touch with relatives and

When a woman or child is admitted to the

friends because of the violence, and our offer to

shelter we immediately get in touch with her

facilitate network conversations may help to

professional network (social services, day care,

re-establish contact with the network and its

health visitor, school teacher etc.) to ensure an

support. Information on the mechanisms of

integrated approach to helping her. We aim to

We try to allow space for daily consultations between co-workers via formal and informal

violence may lead to greater understanding

convene a network meeting with social services

conversations. We also ensure that two shelter-professionals attend particularly difficult

among key figures in the woman’s life. It is often

within a fortnight. The purpose of the meeting is

conversations: this can also reduce the emotional pressure in cases where the issues are

difficult for her to explain to her friends and

to make all the professionals aware of the

particularly severe. But shelter workers are always busy, and acute cases are the norm, and so it

relatives just which mechanisms were involved,

family’s immediate needs for support and to

can be difficult to find time to consult our co-workers. Violence is a serious matter and in our work

and stories of domestic violence may be

coordinate the action to be taken. The shelter

we meet human beings in crisis all the time. So it is tempting to ignore our own need to get support

associated with difficult feelings.

social worker is the contact who will

• We can raise the matter at
the weekly conference

• We can consult an external
supervisor

continually follow up on the outcomes of this

from co-worker and to try to deal with an acute crisis by ourselves. It is a balancing act of which
co-workers and managers must be constantly aware, and despite the pressure of work we think it is

In the case of children, paintings or made-up

meeting during and after the woman’s stay

very important to give our formal consultation forums top priority.

stories (see pp 101 and 133) produced while at

at the shelter. In our experience many

the shelter may lead to conversations with best

professionals are not aware of the dynamics

friends, grandparents or significant others.

of violence and how they affect women and

Sharing experiences like this can be invaluable.

children. We have therefore taken steps to

INVOLVING PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL NETWORKS

educate relevant professionals about the

To ensure that women and children who have been exposed to domestic violence receive adequate
help during and after their stay at the shelter, it is vital to include the personal (friends and

Contacts with friends and relatives can also be

symptoms and consequences of domestic

relatives) and professional network (social services and school, for example). We are

problematical, and it is part of our work to map

violence. This has resulted in improvements to

therefore determined to involve both networks from the moment the woman seeks refuge at the

the victim’s network patterns and relations. One

the support women and children receive when

shelter.

important focus for the victim during her stay

they are trying to maintain lives free from

at the shelter is to become aware of the family

violence.

What is the role of the personal network?

patterns she grew up with. Many of the women

Contacts with the personal network can help to reduce the feeling of loneliness during and after a

grew up with physical or psychological violence
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WE RAISE AWARENESS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IN SOCIETY

SHELTER STATEMENTS

WRITTEN REPORTS

Danner raises awareness about violence through talks, workshops, teaching materials for use in

A shelter statement describes the violence

A written report is a description of

schools, and articles for professional audiences. We have also published the flyers “Do you know a

the mother or child has been exposed to, and

observations and concerns in relation to the

child exposed to violence?” and “Is one of your loved ones exposed to violence?” This is to draw

provides an assessment of the mother-child

child or family. It helps to ensure that the

attention to women and children exposed to violence and to its consequences. We also want to tell

relationship and the need for intervention. The

family, including any children, is seen and

people how and where victims, relatives and professionals can seek advice and guidance. There is more

statement may also include a description of

heard, and we submit it to social services to

on this at danner.dk and videnomkærestevold.dk

the family’s attachment to Denmark and the

make them aware of the family’s need for

threat level in its native country. Shelter

support. The social worker, psychologist and

statements are filed with bodies such as the

child specialist often work together to draw up

Family Division or the Danish Immigration

the written report.

DOCUMENTING THE WOMAN’S SITUATION

Service for consideration in decisions affecting

We continually document the woman’s history of abuse. Our case notes may be vital in custody or

custody, residence permits, etc.

access decisions or decisions on applications for permanent residency in Denmark.
We are very much aware that it can be difficult to describe the woman or child’s situation

Written documents can also help to maintain and transform the stories a woman has about herself

comprehensively without inadvertently assigning a particular role to the woman or child concerned.

or her life. It is important to involve the woman in the writing process and to make room for her voice

Creating a nuanced image of the woman’s story is therefore a top priority. We aim to provide

in the report. This is in line with the narrative idea (ref. to narrative theory, page 25-28) that we are

external partners with thorough descriptions of the woman or child to ensure that such partners are

experts in our own lives with the capacity for agency.

fully informed in the performance of their duties. At the same time we must take care not to shape
the identity of the woman or child via our descriptions, and we must continually assess the impact

We make sure her voice comes through by using her own words and the way she perceives her

our case notes may have.

problems. A conversation before we start writing ma keep the multiplicity of stories about her
alive even if only a few of them find their way into the report. To minimise generalisation we can base

In Denmark we compile our case notes into “Shelter Statements” or “Written Reports”. We submit

a report on specific events that testify to her intentions, knowledge, positive actions and

both kinds of documents to the authorities.

competencies.
A written report must distinguish between the professional assessment and the woman’s own words
to avoid confusion as to who is talking about what. We must also distinguish the person from the
problem. Our intention is to bring the effect of the problem on the woman and how she deals with it
into focus, rather than to equate woman and problem.
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HOW DO WE HANDLE OUR INFORMATION?

confidentiality in relation to our conversations

We deal with highly vulnerable women and

with the child must be regarded as relative, as

children and this imposes considerable

we can be compelled to inform others about

obligations on us. We must handle the

information to us by the child, in order to

information we receive with respect for the

actually protect the child. (ØVREEIDE 2004).

integrity of the individual and awareness of our
roles and power as professionals.

INTERPRETERS AND TRANSLATION
The shelter also admits women and children who

When a woman and child are admitted to the

speak and understand little or no Danish. We

shelter we maintain a case file to which the

therefore make regular use of interpreters. In 2011

woman is always entitled to access. We write up

forty-six percent of the women at shelters in

her file after our conversations with her, noting

Denmark had ethnic minority backgrounds

the topics addressed and any decisions made.

(BARLACH AND STENAGER, 2012).

If we have been in touch with her professional

way of interacting with a non-Danish speaker is

network we also note this in the file. If we

via an interpreter, and doing so helps to ensure

contact her professional network we always

that the woman and child are treated profession-

inform her, and we do not contact her personal

ally. When a woman tells her story in her mother

network without her prior consent. We always

tongue she feels more relaxed and her story is

tell her that we will be preparing written reports,

more detailed. This allows us to assess the threat

and we go over them with her before filing them

level and learn about her family on a stable basis.

The most respectful

with the authorities.
The difficulty in using an interpreter is that we do
Conversations with children involve a number

not really know what is being said. Moreover, it

of ethical dilemmas. With children who have

is harder to stay tuned into the dialogue when its

lived with violence in the family, the task of

rhythm is disrupted. The professionalism of the

protecting them from further strain may be

interpreter, including her ability to remain within

particularly important. Information may emerge

her mandate, is therefore vital.

during the conversation that we have a duty to
share with others (if the child tells us that he
or she has been subjected to abuse or neglect,
for example), and so as far as possible we tell
the child how such information may be used to
help the child in the future. This means that our
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PART 2
THE FIVE PHASES
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INTRODUCTION
TO PART TWO
In the preceding chapters we described our overall provisions and approach to working with women

Coming to terms with exposure to domestic violence can take years. The duration of a woman’s stay

and children who have been exposed to domestic violence. The remaining chapters examine the

at the shelter varies according to the woman and the needs of the child and the limited funding

methods associated with our services before, during and after a stay at the shelter in more detail.

we receive from social services. The average length of stay at the Danner shelter in 2010 was
seventy-six days. This means that a considerable portion of phases two and three must take place

Chapter four describes our services for victims not resident at the shelter, and our services for

once the woman has left the shelter.

relatives and professionals.
The shelter operates with five phases: Approach, stabilisation, residence, exit and aftercare.
Chapters five to eight describe our services for women and children staying at the shelter and the
aftercare we can provide once they leave. The chapters follow the phases women and children often
go through during and after their time at the shelter: stabilisation, residence, halfway housing, and
aftercare.

PHASE

FOCUS

Approach

progress associated with each phase. The phases are not at all static: the woman and child may

vv

Acute crisis support, empowering the woman to act on the violence, referring
the woman (and any children) for a stay at the shelter

continually move from one to another depending on what is going on in their lives.

Stabilisation

Safety and stabilisation of acute crisis symptoms

Residency

Processing the experience of violence

identifies three phases for the healing process:

Exit

1. Safety and stabilisation

vv

Planning to leave the shelter and drawing up strategies for coping with the
challenges associated with life after the woman’s stay at the shelter

2. Remembrance and mourning

Aftercare

Our methods during each phase vary according to the needs, challenges and opportunities for

Our phased approach was inspired by the psychiatrist Professor Judith Herman (HERMAN 1995), who

3. Reconnection and integration with everyday life
vv

Issues arising from life after a stay at the shelter: relating to the perpetrator, 		
housing, employment, continuing to process the violence, and involving 		
her external network
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WOMEN

Courses of treatment by the
psychologist

Courses of treatment by the
psychologist

Danner School
Groups
Informal conversations

Groups
Conversations with networks

Drop-in counselling

Coordinating with social
services

Working with social services
Network meetings

Strategy planning

Supportive conversations

Online counselling
Hotline counselling

Individual conversations
Referrals

APPROACH PHASE
Referrals mother + child

Conversations to help 		
stabilisation

Lending support and helping
the process of recovery

Conversations about social
care issues

Home visits

STABILISATION PHASE

RESIDENCY PHASE

EXIT PHASE

AFTERCARE PHASE

Conversations to help
stabilisation

Lending support and helping
the process of recovery

Supportive conversations about
a new life

Individual conversations
Mother and child conversations

Keeping the child informed
Children’s group

Conversations with expectant
mothers

Conversations with mothers
and children

Mother and baby group
CHILDREN
Courses of treatment by the
psychologist

Working with social services
Summer outing and Christmas
party
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WOMEN
WHEN THE WOMEN APPROACH US
The women we help have all been subjected to violence by their partners, members of their
immediate families, or other close relations. The violence will have been occurring over a longer or

Our non-resident counselling is an overall label for our helpline and our online counselling,

shorter period.

advice and guidance service. They all provide women currently exposed to domestic violence with
counselling, advice and guidance. These services are also available to relatives and professionals.

They are often driven to contact us by one particular factor. The violence may have worsened,

They are designed to ensure that we reach out to as many women exposed to domestic violence as

become more frequent, or the perpetrator may have begun to abuse the children as well.

we can, and to their relatives and professionals, and make it as easy as possible for them to
approach us.

Many women do not see themselves as victims of domestic violence and are in doubt as to whether
they need help. This is because the violence has become part of everyday life to them, and
suppressing or trivialising it is part of their survival strategy. It is often a relative, an employer,

We focus on

a female friend, a language teacher, a health visitor, A&E or a primary health care provider who

• Providing acute crisis help for the woman (and any children)

contacts us with the woman concerned because they are worried about her and suspect domestic

• Empowering the woman to take action on the violence

violence. By this stage the women we help are often suffering from the symptoms of PTSD. They are

• Referring the woman (and any children) for admission to the shelter

anxious, restless and incoherent. They are suffering from low self-esteem and they feel ashamed
when they tell other people about what they and their children have been going through. Some of

This chapter describes the women who need our help during this phase, and it looks at the methods

them have physical injuries resulting from the violence they have endured.

and practices employed in our work with women not resident at the shelter, and with relatives and
professionals.
Finally we describe how women (and any children) are referred for admission to the shelter. From
the first contact with the woman, we are very aware of any children involved. But because our

Our knowledge of the types of violence

• Psychological violence: 95%

non-resident counselling primarily brings us into contact with the woman, in this chapter the focus

inflicted on the women who approach us

• Physical violence: 76%

is on her.

during this phase is limited. The women

• Sexual violence: 21%

who stayed at shelters in Denmark in 2011

• Material violence: 38%

had been subjected to the following types of

• Financial violence: 41%

violence:

• Other: 8%
BARLACH AND STENAGER 2012
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OUR COUNSELLING SERVICES
SERVICE

PERSONNEL

Helpline

Social worker or volunteer

Drop-in counselling

Social worker and in some cases a volunteer

Online

Volunteer, supervised by a social worker

ONLINE OR DROP-IN COUNSELLING

PURPOSE
• To map the woman’s predicament and the help she requires (and that of any children)
• To assess the risk of more violence
• To empower her and the actions she can take
• To dispel myths and prejudices about being subjected to violence (and being admitted to a shelter)
PRACTICALITIES
• Conversations are conducted by a social worker or in some cases by a volunteer
• The conversation may be a one-off or part of a longer process
METHOD
• We help the woman to talk about the violence
• We inform the woman about violence, its mechanisms and consequences
• We help the woman to sort out practical matters such as housing, finances, legal issues, etc.
• We focus on the woman’s resources and the actions she can take

In 2012 Danner non-resident counselling received 2726 inquiries
DANNER – IN-HOUSE STATISTICS 2012
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We are the first line of support

(notifying social services, schools, institutions,

with us, we can employ other methods during the conversation aimed not only at supporting and

There are many similarities between online

etc.) and we must also act quickly to prevent

counselling her, but also at helping her to see her situation from a different perspective and to say

counselling and when women approach us in

children from suffering further harm. We try

no to violence.

person. The conversations in both cases serve

to obtain the woman’s name and address right

the same overall purpose and we use the same

away so that authorities can intervene, and we

We empower the woman to act on violence

methods.

urge the woman to come to the shelter.

When we talk to a woman we try to reinforce her resources and possibilities. We highlight the coping
strategies she has employed in relation to violence, and how she has been acting in order to look

When women approach us in person we never

The children sometimes accompany their

after herself and any children. Once she is aware of these strategies, she is often able to act on the

know if they will come back. We may only have a

mother when she appears in person. We try to

violence and it becomes easier for her to leave the abuser.

single opportunity to help her. So it is vital that

arrange for a co-worker or volunteer to look

we quickly earn her trust and her faith in our

after children while their mothers are talking to

For example, we say: “You were taking care of yourself the time you went to stay with your female

ability to help her.

us. If this is not possible, the child may remain in

friend a couple of days after he had been violent to you”, “You have been getting your kids to

the room during the conversation. Older children

kindergarten, despite the fact that you have been having a hard time.”

When a woman gets in touch with us for the first

may take part in the conversation if we and the

time one of our social workers or volunteers

mother think it is appropriate. However, our

Many women think that they are alone in their experiences of violence, and that their responses are

tries to map her predicament and the help she

focus is primarily the mother: at this stage we

abnormal. By sharing similar stories we have heard from other women we generalise the woman’s

requires at as many levels as possible. This

can help them both through her. Toys are

experience of violence. We tell her that we have talked to many women who have been through

enables us to support and counsel her in the

available to distract the child from the

similar things, and that her response to a violent situation is normal.

best possible way (see Integrated perspective

conversation.
We say, for example: “I have experience with women who have also ...”, “Children who are exposed to

theory, pp 22-25).
During the initial conversation, we stick to the

violence often react ... “etc.

To give us an idea of the extent of the violence

facts of the matter and descriptions of the

and how long it has been going on, we ask

violence that has taken place. If we try to probe

This helps her towards a new understanding of her own experiences. Generalising her experience

simple, direct questions focusing on the facts in

what has led to the current situation and what

and providing knowledge about violence puts her experiences into a different perspective. It tells her

order to get to the heart of the matter quickly.

may happen in future (thus focusing on the

she is not responsible for the violence and empowers her to focus on seeking help. We also make

It is important that we gain an overview: is the

process rather than mapping her violent

room for her own choices (that she currently still has feelings for her husband even if he has treated

woman is in danger? Should we contact the

experiences), the woman often closes up, as she

her badly, for example) and we try to relieve her of guilt and shame at what has happened. We tell

police? Does she have any children? Have the

is not ready to reflect on her own situation or to

her that violence can never be justified, for example, and that it is always the perpetrator’s

children been exposed to any form of violence?

look more deeply into why her life has turned out

responsibility.

the way it has.
It may be necessary for us to correct her misapprehensions: women often downplay the violence.

We always ask whether the woman has
children. This is essential; if children are

Depending on how the conversation evolves and

We tell her that every year there are women who are eventually killed by the kind of violence she

involved special measures are required

whether the woman has several conversations

has experienced. This may come as a shock but it often makes her see her situation in a new light.
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Understanding that she (and her children) are in

in for help and advice on how to help women

and the other on the woman’s children, for

Anonymous and informal

danger may cause her to take action to escape

they know who are subjected to violence. This

example, or one conducts the conversation while

We provide online counselling in order to reach

from the violence.

enables us to help women (and children) living

the other listens, perhaps asking supplementary

out to victims and relatives who seek guidance

in violent relationships indirectly. When

questions as the conversation progresses.

that is more anonymous and less formal.

ONLINE COUNSELLING

Questions from victims and relatives may range

We often jump back and forth between the

professionals contact us, we always remind

topics of conversation (alternating facts and

them that they have a mandatory duty to refer

psycho-educative input, see: Violence theory

children whose well-being is at risk to the

pp 12-17) so as not to steer the conversation too

authorities. We also provide them with the

much in any particular direction. If the
conversation focuses too much on one topic,

this predicament.

knowledge and guidance they require in order

years of psychological violence?” Sometimes our

to take appropriate action.

• To map the woman’s predicament and the

online service is the first instance the inquirer

help she requires (and that of any children)

Telephone conversations and personal
conversations: what’s the difference?
There are many similarities, but there are also

In many cases at one of our initial conversations
we are already able to suggest that we help with

payments?” to “How do I move on after twenty
PURPOSE

the woman often clams up. She cannot face
going so deeply into why she has ended up in

from “Am I entitled to child maintenance

differences. During a telephone conversation the
contact between the Danner co-worker and the

• To map the woman’s history of violence and

has ever told about the abuse, and the first place
she has ever approached for help.

assess the risk of more violence
• To empower her and the actions she can
take
• To dispel myths and prejudices about being

We keep our replies factual and descriptive,
and we are wary of probing too deeply into the
emotions or why the woman is still with the

caller (the woman, the professional or a relative)

subjected to violence (and being admitted

perpetrator. Helping her to reflect on her

and legal or financial matters. In many cases

is more fragile. It is difficult to read the caller.

to a shelter)

situation is a matter for extended therapy.

the woman may find the practicalities

We cannot obtain so many details about what

overwhelming, and if we help to systematise and

has happened, the identity of the woman, or the

PRACTICALITIES

Why is online counselling different?

location of the woman and the perpetrator

• Questions are answered by volunteers 		

When we respond to inquiries we draw on the

housing issues, employment or education,

structure them she often finds the energy
to concentrate on escaping the violence.

(especially during the initial phone call), and
there is a serious risk that contact with the

We always ask the woman to come back or to

woman will suddenly be interrupted. We

call back, and we try never to conclude a

therefore try to persuade the woman to come in

conversation without ensuring that she has
someone to talk to from her network (a friend,
family member, neighbour, colleague, doctor,
nurse, teacher, etc.), who can support her and

supervised by a social worker
• We receive both one-off inquiries and
several inquiries from the same person

methods employed for telephone or face-to-face
counselling. However, online counselling does
have one unique feature, namely that we cannot
enter into a dialogue with the inquirer, and so we

for a personal conversation after the first phone

METHOD

cannot hear her tone of voice. This means that

call (if this is geographically possible; otherwise

• We inform the woman about violence, its

we cannot read the victim and adjust our advice

we refer her to a nearby shelter), as it may be
easier for us to help the woman in person.

mechanisms and consequences
• We give specific advice and guidance and
tell the inquirer where to go for further help

perhaps get her to act on the violence.
There are usually two counsellors at a personal
We also help professionals and relatives

conversation (social workers or volunteers).

Professionals and relatives can call us or drop

Their roles vary. One may focus on the woman

• We focus on the woman’s resources and
the actions she can take

according to how she responds. We are therefore
very wary of using words that may be
misunderstood. Our responses are therefore
always vetted by a colleague before we send
them.
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We ask no more than three questions in any given response. This is one way of ensuring that our

and her children have been subjected to (physical, psychological, sexual, material, or financial). We

response is not too unclear or overwhelming. We also endeavor to ask questions in a way that does

assess the degree of danger she is in. Is there a risk of more violence? Is the perpetrator stalking

not force a reply and thereby impose extra pressure on a person who is already in a stressful

her? Will she and her children be safe at the shelter? Can we provide the support she needs? We

situation.

include the answers in a thorough risk assessment.

An email inquiry is a challenge because it is difficult to assess the danger the abused woman is
in (the information we receive is often very limited). It can also be difficult for us to accept that we
cannot make a referral when children are involved: emails do not necessarily provide a name and
address. Moreover, we do not know how our reply will affect the recipient, and we are not there to
help if she breaks down.
As email contact with the victim or her relative is so fragile, we always recommend the inquirer to
seek help elsewhere: from her primary health care provider, from a shelter, from social services,
from her health visitor, etc.

We undertake a risk assessment prior to admission and whenever we are considering a transfer to
another shelter because the woman and her children may be in immediate danger.
The risk assessment considers the following issues:
1.

Has the woman’s residence been revealed?

2.

Is the perpetrator actively stalking the woman: by telephone, in person at the shelter, or through 		
other channels?

3.

How does the woman perceive the danger she is in and the fear she may be feeling?

4.

Are the children in danger?

5.

Does the perpetrator have previous convictions involving assault, illegal substances or anything

OUR WEBSITE IS THERE TO BREAK THE TABOO AND PROVIDE HOPE

else?

Like our other services, the danner.dk website aims to provide hope and to help to address the p

6.

Is the perpetrator known to the police?

roblem of domestic violence. We never post illustrations of violence and the forms it takes. There is

7.

Have the police been informed that the woman is staying at the shelter?

considerable evidence to suggest that nobody – neither the perpetrator nor the woman subjected to

8.

Has the perpetrator assaulted women in public areas before?

violence – identifies with the role of assailant or victim.

9.

Has the abuser threatened to beat the woman or her children to death?

10. Is he in possession of weapons?
Photos of perpetrators and women subjected to violence may direct attention to the individual rather
than the violence, its dynamics and complexity. We believe that rather than hard-hitting images,
communicating hope and solutions embodies greater potential for change.

11. Is the perpetrator currently suffering from: financial problems, alcohol addiction, mental illness
or suicidal behaviour?
12. Are there honour-related issues in the relationship?
13. Where is the shelter located in in relation to the perpetrator’s place of residence, whereabouts
or transport routes?

ADMISSION TO THE SHELTER
Before a woman and any children can be admitted to the shelter she must attend for a conversation
face-to-face. We will often have talked to her on the phone before that, or her social worker or A&E
may have been in touch with us. During the personal conversation we try to identify the violence she
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If the woman is severely afflicted, obtaining
information from her is like walking on
eggshells. She will often have been subjected
to several forms of violence, and often over
an extended period. As a result she may have
repressed the violence and its consequences.
Repressing and downplaying the violence is a
survival mechanism, but it makes it harder for
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05
THE STABILISATION
PHASE

us to determine the risk of more violence and
whether she will be safe at the shelter (we will
repeat the risk assessment during her stay as

During this phase we emphasise stabilisation and safety for the women and children at the shelter.

required). If we consider that the woman will

Our conversations with them are aimed at alleviating the acute crisis, reducing fear, making them

not be safe with us, we will refer her to another

feel secure, and minimising the risk of renewed violence.

shelter.
If she requires help of a kind we are not geared

We focus on:

to provide, we will also refer her elsewhere.

• Clarifying the problems they are facing and determining their need for support

Women with addictions and serious mental

• Helping to generate a chronology and unroll the history of violence

disorders, for example, are among those whom

• Opening a file and beginning to work with her professional network (such as social services)

we refer to other shelters or counselling and

• Regulating acute crisis reactions

therapy services.

• Providing calm, structure and a safe setting
In this chapter we describe what characterises the women and children when they are admitted to
the shelter. Then we focus on the stabilising, informal and night-time conversations. We describe
the content and purpose of these conversations and how they help the women. Next we look at the
children and the importance of the child conversation in our work.
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WOMEN
THE WOMEN IN THE STABILISATION PHASE
When a woman is admitted to the shelter she is often in crisis. She may be marked by physical
violence, and because she is often in a permanent state of arousal she may be suspicious, irritable,
scared, and sleep-deprived. Her restlessness and fear easily affect mother-child relations.
Meanwhile, many practical issues are chaotic during this phase: finances, contacts with social
services, the police, her primary health care provider, taking sick leave, etc. For a woman who has
come to the country to be reunified with her husband, escaping from the perpetrator also means
that her right to reside is now at risk. This is an enormous strain. We focus on establishing a safe,
stable everyday life for her, in which her physical and mental symptoms subside and her capacity to
defend herself and provide care may be re-established.
The woman often feels a need to talk about the violent events that have marred her life, but initially
it may be difficult for her to provide a coherent account. In many cases she will be imbued by a
dominant narrative about herself as somebody worthless: she will have lost faith in herself and her
own agency.

OUR CONVERSATIONS WITH THE WOMEN
TYPE OF CONVERSATION

CONDUCTED BY

Stabilising conversations

Social worker

Informal and night-time conversations

Staff on duty and volunteers
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THE STABILISING CONVERSATION

PURPOSE
• To map the woman’s state and situation, including the risk of renewed violence
• To map the history of violence and other dominant themes in the woman’s life
• To provide stability and safety in the woman’s life

on building a story about the woman based on
THE WELCOME FOLDER

her resources and actions in relation to the

On admission the woman is given a welcome

violence. We remind her: “You managed to pack

folder with practical information about shelter

a suitcase so you could leave if things got too

rules and services, transport, shopping,

much for you at home,” or “You completed your

banking and primary health care.

course despite all the difficulties at home.” This
puts the woman’s strengths at centre stage and

• To make the woman aware of her own resources and agency
PRACTICALITIES
• A social worker conducts the conversation
• The conversation will often take place daily
METHOD
• We provide help with specific issues of social care
• We bring the body into focus to regulate the woman’s central nervous system
• We provide information about violence. This is to generalise it and to normalise the woman’s own
experience

moves the focus away from the woman’s
Safety and stability in everyday life
We tailor the help we provide to the woman’s
individual needs, but just after admission our

Regulating the nervous system

over-riding aim is to make her feel safer and

We use both top-down and bottom-up processes

more stable. As far as possible we stabilise her

to influence the woman’s physical and mental

social situation (housing, finances, employment,

state and thus reduce her high arousal.

education and legal matters such as custody,
access, referring assault to the police,
proceedings against the perpetrator, sorting out
residence permits if needs be, etc.). The social
worker keeps track of all this and sets things
in train. This frees the woman to process her

We assess the woman’s predicament and the risk of violence

experience of violence.

During our initial conversations following admission we assess the woman’s present state, situation
and risk of renewed violence (see the risk assessment, p. 71).

perception of herself as a victim.

To make the woman feel safer and more stable
we also focus on:

We work with the woman to map her life story. We use this to draw up a residence schedule for her.

• The body (physical and mental symptoms)

This indicates what will happen over the next few days or weeks. If she has children, we do the same

• Self-protection and care giving

for them. We add new goals and sub-goals to the schedule throughout their stay and in aftercare.

• Stability and network support

TOP-DOWN AND BOTTOM-UP
Top-down: focus on thought processes,
knowledge about violence (psycho-education)
and reflection. This helps to stabilise the
central nervous system.
Bottom-up: focus on the body, using relaxation
exercises etc. to affect the level of arousal and
thus the woman’s physical and mental state.

The schedule is a tool we use to create an overview and to ensure integrated help and systematic
casework (see pp. 25-27).

We focus on the woman’s strengths

When working top-down we try to protect the

If she is to stick to her decision to break free

woman from being overwhelmed by her

from a life of violence the woman needs to feel

recollections by focusing on the facts rather

that we are listening to her and that it is easy to

than subjective perceptions. We ask: “What

talk to us. It is our job to ensure this. We focus

happened?” rather than: “How did it make you
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feel?” We talk about the symptoms of trauma and ways of protecting and taking care of herself and
her children. It often makes sense to involve violence theory: knowledge of the mechanisms of and
effects of violence provide another perspective to her experiences, and help to absolve her of
responsibility for the violence. She becomes more aware of the limitations and deprivations she has
been forced to live with and sees relations between her and the perpetrator in a new light.
This empowers her to make choices and to take responsibility for her own life. The conversations
gradually give the woman firmer ground on which to move forward.
When working bottom-up, we are trying to stabilize the central nervous system and to help the
woman to rediscover herself through her body. People who have suffered physical injury often lose
their sense of bodily integrity and need support to regain contact with their bodies and emotions.
This can take time, and during the healing process we initially focus on reducing stress levels by
motivating women to care for herself and her body. We encourage the woman to take hot baths and
go for walks, and we may introduce her to simple relaxation techniques. Stress levels can be so high
that the woman needs help in order to get the food and sleep she needs, and she may need
medication to control the symptoms (there is more about the importance of the body on p. 90). The
woman may need to have structure imposed on her life so that she knows what she will be doing
today and who will be helping her, etc. This regular framework makes it easier for her to lead a
normal life and to feel calm and safe. It also alleviates the feeling of chaos and anxiety. A woman
who is staying at the shelter with her children may be in special need for such a regular framework.

INFORMAL AND NIGHT-TIME CONVERSATIONS
The informal conversation gives the woman the opportunity to talk more freely about her situation
and to obtain help and advice if she has an acute problem. Staff and volunteers are there to talk like
this in working hours, but informal conversations also take place in the evening, at night or when
peace and quiet descends on the shelter at weekends.
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out that she was panicking because she was
PURPOSE

afraid of losing her memory. The person on duty

• A casual chat

became her secretary, writing down what the

• To take the sting out of an acute problem

woman wanted so desperately to remember. The

CHILDREN

woman eventually calmed down, and notebook

THE CHILDREN IN THE STABILISATION PHASE

PRACTICALITIES

in hand she returned to her room to go back to

The child’s well-being at the shelter often depends on the mother’s current mental state. If the

• Staff on duty and volunteers

bed.

mother is anxious and restless it rubs off on the child, and the symptoms the child is suffering from

• As and when required

often fade as the mother begins to feel better.
When we meet the woman in a doorway, in the

METHOD

kitchen, on the stairs, etc., the conversation

Children admitted to the shelter present different reactions to the violence: Some may be anxious

• We listen to and embrace the woman’s story

is more informal. The topics range from the

and aggressive, while others are introverted and depressive. There are children who are unable to

• We leave the subject of the conversation up

woman’s violent history, sorrows and joys, to

concentrate, and over-adjusted children who seem biddable and competent. These reactions often

how her case is proceeding, family relationships

indicate children who meet the criteria for a PTSD diagnosis.

to the woman
• We provide advice and guidance as required

etc. In many cases a confidential relationship
arises if the woman has been staying the shelter
for a while. If her network is limited, or if she did

When the woman has time to herself during the

not grow up in Denmark, informal conversations

week or at the weekend, or when night falls, her

help her to find out what is going on in the world

thoughts sometimes begin to whirl and she may

and how to get along in it.

feel afraid. She may suffer from anxiety attacks
with palpitations, extreme restlessness and
feelings of panic. An informal conversation can
help to calm her reactions and provide
confidence.
Simple acts can often make a difference, as the
following example illustrates:
A young woman appeared at four o’clock in the
morning. She paced up and down, talking
non-stop. The person on duty tried to get her
to relax, take deep breaths and feel the floor
beneath her feet. The woman finally agreed to
wrap up in a blanket and sit down. It turned

INITIAL CONVERSATIONS

PURPOSE

METHOD

• Breaking the ice and making the child

• We bring structure and predictability to

feel secure
• Breaking taboos and silence by talking
about the violence
• Making the child aware of its own strengths
• Supporting the mother-child attachment

the child’s life
• We share facts and provide information about
the child’s situation
• We show how the lives of mother and child
are related
• We generalise the child’s experience of violence

PRACTICALITIES
• A child specialist conducts the conversation
• Conversations are once or twice a week

• We acknowledge and confirm the child’s story
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The child conversation is vital

Once the taboo is broken, and the child starts

The shelter attaches particular importance to

talking about its own situation, the child

the child conversation because we know that

experiences become more coherent and

talking about and processing the violence to

manageable for both mother and child (read

which the child has been exposed is often vital to

more about how we work on the mother-child

the child’s development and well-being.

relationship on pp. 112-121)

The overriding goal is to provide care and to sup-

How we meet the child

port the child’s development. We tell the child

The United Nations Convention on the Rights

why it is at the shelter and what is going to hap-

of the Child enshrines the child’s right to be

pen. We help the child to tell its own story.

heard in matters concerning the child. However,
the Convention also problematizes areas where

We often aim to talk to the mother and child

the child should be protected from

together, in addition to the conversations with

involvement. We regard the child as a

the mother on her own. It is vital for the mother

competent and unique individual with its own

(and indeed any other care givers) to hear the

perception and understanding of the world, but

child’s thoughts on the violence it has witnessed,

good contact is required before it will talk to us

and to be supported in the mother-child

about itself and its experiences.

relationship.
There may be contexts in which the child is not
Many children have lived with violence as a

yet able to understand, comprehend and explain.

secret for years, and the mother and the

If we only understand the child from its own

child often do not talk about it at all. If the

perspective, we risk giving the child the wrong

violence has been suppressed, preliminary

kind of support. We need to strike a balance

conversations with the mother may be

whereby we listen to the child while drawing on

necessary in which we share our knowledge

our own specialist knowledge and utilizing this

that children will often have seen and heard

knowledge according to the child in question.

more than we adults realise. The child’s
healing process is dependent on the mother’s

To promote the rights of children to be consulted

own, and before we can get through to the child

and involved in decisions concerning them, we

the mother must give the child permission to

have designed a poster and flyer: “The rights

share its story with us.

of children in shelters,” displayed prominently
around the shelter:
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Talking to the child for the first time

facilities and provide an opportunity to greet the

IN THE PREVIOUS TWELVE MONTHS CHILDREN RESIDENT AT THE SHELTER IN 2011 HAD

We introduce the child to the shelter during a

staff as well as other women and children

EXPERIENCED THE FOLLOWING:

series of conversations in which the mother also

staying at the shelter.

• 85 per cent had seen or heard violence being committed on their mothers

takes part. These conversations are tailored to

• 67 per cent had been subjected to psychological violence directed at the child itself

match the resources and needs of mother and

The confidence to speak out

• 36 per cent had been subjected to physical violence directed at the child itself

child alike. Their purpose is to welcome the

If we are to create good contact with the child

• 3 per cent had subjected to sexual assault

child and to schedule an introductory

and its mother, the child must feel that it can

BARLACH AND STENAGER 2012

conversation.

safely share its experiences, perceptions and
views with us. To achieve this we must show

The child specialist assigned as the child’s

that we see and confirm the child’s own

contact person always aims to greet the child on

feelings. We can do this through our body

its very first day, preferably in the room allocated

language and in words. For example: “I can see

to the family. “Oh, so that’s your bed. By the way,

you are crying. What kind of tears? Sad tears?”

there is another little girl in the room next door.

Once the child sees that we can accept and

Have you said hello to her yet?” In the next few

handle its responses, it will feel secure enough

days the mother and child attend an

to speak out. Responding in the child’s own

introductory conversation. Prior to this

words is often highly effective. If the child says:

conversation the mother will have given

“I miss my father ...”, the child specialist may

us a general picture of the child and its

say: “I see, yes, you miss your father.” The child

experiences of violence in the family. We will

feels heard and understood, without our trying

also have mapped the child’s life story so far.

to come up with solutions.

Some children are more open than others, and

Before we start the conversation, we give the

no two introductory conversations are alike. At

child the opportunity to look around the room

the introductory conversation children are given

and take stock of us. If the child’s mother is

backpacks containing practical items such as

attending the conversation, we turn to her first.

toothbrushes and toys. The backpack has an

The child can thus become familiar with our

important role to play: the conversation can be

voices and body language, and our relationship

based on it, and this helps the child to speak

to the child becomes associated with the

more freely (MØLHOLT AND FISKER, 2010).

feelings of security bound up in the mother-child
relationship. When we turn to the child, we show

Children admitted to the shelter are always

the child that we acknowledge it by focusing on

given a guided tour. We present the shelter

the child’s own characteristics. These will often
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be linked to the child’s age and stage of development. For example: “I can see that you are wearing

a Ronaldo t-shirt. Do you actually play soccer as well?“ Giving the child the opportunity to present
itself on its own terms makes the child feel that the conversation is meaningful.
Information and structure support the child
The child’s agency is a principal element in the conversation. We ensure that the child is aware that
it has a say in whatever we are talking about. Similarly, we try very hard to provide structure and
predictability to the conversation. Children who have been struggling for some time may seem
younger than they are. They have used their strength to weather the crisis. This may delay their
intellectual and emotional development, or result in a temporary emotional relapse. This means
that we must make sure we include more support for the child during the conversation. Structure
helps to calm the child and to give the child an idea of what is going to happen next. We tell the child
how long we are going to talk today, what we are going to talk about, and when we are going to talk
again: “Today we are going to talk about you and your mother staying at the shelter. We are going to

talk about why you have come, and what has happened at home”. This information gives the child an
overview of the situation and makes it feel more secure (ØVREEIDE, 2004).
When the child is admitted to the shelter, its life has often been marked by chaos and insecurity.
Some children have been uprooted from their everyday lives and homes without their clothes and
favorite teddy bear; others arrive at the shelter in a police car. The child needs support in order to
get its bearings and bring order to its chaos. It is entitled to be told what is going on in its life to help
it to make sense of the events it has experienced. We may say, for example: “Your mother has

decided that you both have to stay here for now, and right now you cannot see your dad. We also
need to talk to your mother about when you’ll see your dad again”. With no answers to its questions
the child will be confused, restless and anxious.
The unpredictability and the assaults have been a fact of life for the child, and since many of the
children admitted to the shelter are characterised by heightened arousal and stress, and often
display psychosomatic symptoms, we make considerable efforts to make them aware of their
reactions and to give them names. We tell them that these reactions are normal reactions to the
lives they have been living. For example: “I’ve talked to a lot of other children at the shelter who get

tummy-ache because their mums and dads fight and shout so loudly at home”. This focus on the
child’s reactions helps to create stability and alleviate the stress the child is feeling.
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We acknowledge and confirm the child’s story
For many children admission to the shelter is also to break with the silence and the secret the child
has been going around with for so long. In our conversation we acknowledge the child’s life. We
confirm to the child that what it has experienced and witnessed is real. We help the child to put its
situation and experiences into words. We meet the child on its own terms. Repeating the child’s own
words is often very useful: five-year-old Mads describes the shelter: “We are at a hotel”. The child
specialist’s response: “Yes, a kind of hotel for thinking”.
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We can also help the child to make sense of what it has been through by identifying pointers in the
child’s narrative. We encourage the child to talk about what happened just before it was brought to
the shelter, and to form an overview of the events that preceded admission. This calms the child

A range of conversations and services are available to women and children at the shelter to provide

and reduces the confusion; at the emotional level, too. Encouraging the child to reconstruct its story

them with integrated help tailored to their specific needs.

through drawings of the location in which it took place has also proved fruitful. Drawing the various
rooms and the people and chain of events that took place there recreates the events themselves.
We draw on the Trappan model, a method for clinical work with children who have experienced

We focus on:

domestic violence (SEE TRAPPAN, ARNELL & EKBOM 1999). We reproduce an example of a floor plan on the

• Helping the woman and child to recollect and create a self-narrative that emphasises

previous page. In conversations with children of twelve or older, if the child feels secure it is
generally able to keep up with the adult conversation. At this age the child is capable of abstract
thought and masters most of the logical and moral categories, but the child’s mental

opportunities and agency
• Ensuring continued dialogue and cooperation with the authorities (such as social services,
the family division, and the police)

functions may be unpredictable and characterized by emotional distress. Older children often

• Strengthening the mother-child relationship

demand a great deal of themselves. Many of them have lived with domestic violence for years, and

• Providing psychological support for particularly vulnerable women and children

doing so has shaped the way they see life. They often assume huge responsibility for younger
siblings and are concerned about their mothers. In the interviews, we encourage the children to

This chapter describes what the woman can expect during the residential phase. It then looks at our

speak from their own angles. We tell them that we will take care of the mother; this often comes

methods and practices during this phase. This is followed by a similar section on the children. The

as a great relief to the child. Listening to stories of how other teenagers have experienced a stay at

chapter ends with a description of the services designed for mothers together with their children,

the shelter often gives them the opportunity to talk about their own experiences. During our initial

our use of groups, and seeing the psychologist.

conversations with the child we focus on exchanging facts, providing information and acknowledging
and affirming the child’s perception of its life. We try to provide firm ground on which the child will
be able to process its experiences later. It is our duty to help the child to confront these challenges
incrementally.
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WOMEN

The woman recollects and constructs a preferential narrative
Conversations with the woman during the residential phase help to ensure that she is given space
to recollect and process her grief. These conversations also help her to construct a more detailed
preferential narrative about herself and her life. The focus is thus no longer solely on encouraging

THE WOMEN IN THE RESIDENTIAL PHASE

the woman to describe her experiences, but also on encouraging her to work with the emotions

During the residential phase the woman often succeeds in stabilising her acute crisis symptoms.

associated with her experiences of violence, and if she is ready to do so, to reflect on her life.

She can gradually begin to process her traumatic story at an emotional level, and associate feelings
with her recollections. She regains interest in the outside world, and the desire to share her story

Her history of violence may be chaotic and seem fragmentary to her. We often help her to draw up

with others is born. The women in the shelter often forge friendships with each other. Such

a timeline to structure and integrate her traumatic memories into her life story. The focus is on

friendships help the woman to come to terms with the ill-effects of her traumatic experiences.

creating a story that is not one of shame and humiliation, but of dignity and responsibility for herself

As the stress abates, she regains contact with her body and her sense of self. She gradually

and her children. Reconstructing a complete narrative of the violence can take time. To support the

rediscovers her resources and strengths and reconstructs her values, hopes and dreams.

woman’s reconstruction, we ask what she saw, heard, felt, and thought when she was living with
violence, and we give her room to express the emotional burden she had to bear.

OUR CONVERSATIONS FOR THE WOMEN

We help to name and normalize her reactions by involving violence theory and our empirical
knowledge about violence. Many women report that they feel they have “lost themselves” (see also

TYPE OF CONVERSATION

STAFF MEMBER

under violence theory, trauma theory and narrative theory). When a woman loses her sense of self,

Provide support and helping the process of recovery

Social worker, adult educator, psychologist

she also loses her agency. We must help her to shift her gaze from her turbulent history to

Strategy planning

Social worker

narratives from her life that emphasise her agency, values and resources. We encourage her to talk

Women’s group

Adult educator, psychologist

about what matters to her, so that she can feel once again that there is continuity in her life and that

Seeing the psychologist

Psychologist

her life is consistent with her values. We also encourage her to talk about the struggles that
preceded the violence. This is in order to identify the values and beliefs that the violence has
distorted or destroyed.

PURPOSE

PRACTICALITIES

METHOD

The preferential and more nuanced narrative that the woman constructs is not a substitute for her

• The woman processes her

• A social worker, child

• We help the woman to

troubled history, but is a richer narrative based on the actions and values that used to matter to her,

history of violence and

specialist/educator or

reconstruct and process

and as she now discovers, still do. The narrative provides a firm footing for her to talk about difficult

recovers her sense of self,

psychologist conducts the

her history of violence

experiences. The preferential narrative helps her to talk about the violent episodes in a healing way.

values and life goals

conversation
• The conversation takes
place two to three times a

• We focus on the woman’s

It minimises the risk that the woman’s identity will be defined by the psychological trauma. Nina’s

resources and agency

story is a good example of how a preferential narrative can help a woman to have a more positive
view of herself and her life:

week

Nina is plagued by guilt because her daughter Louise has been witnessing arguments and violent
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episodes at home for several years. During one conversation it emerges that despite the violence,
Nina has managed to celebrate Louise’s birthday every year. Nina’s values and agency in relation to

USING THE OUTDOORS FOR THERAPY

her daughter emerge through the narrative, making it easier for Nina to come to terms with her

Studies show that spending time outdoors can reduce arousal and that nature-based therapy can aid

apparent failure to protect her daughter adequately.

recovery from nervous system overload of the kind we see in severe cases of stress or PTSD sufferers.
Nature-based therapy can also improve body awareness, self-belief and agency. Studies also suggest

The theory that trauma therapy should not only concentrate on the traumatic experiences and their

that nature-based therapy holds great promise for women and children exposed to domestic violence.

effects on the person’s life is integral to narrative method (WHITE 2006, 2007, 2008). If the focus is solely

The Danner shelter has therefore created a research-based therapy garden and is now integrating

directed at the violent episodes, there is a risk that the woman will be retraumatised, and

nature-based therapy into its services in order to help the women and children to rediscover their inner

important links to the rest of her life ignored, whereas focusing on the woman’s wishes and life

peace and strength, also once they have left the shelter.

values as well gives her a sense of agency and control, presenting her with an opportunity to get
on with her life.
Witnessing strengthens identity

STRATEGY PLANNING

In our efforts to strengthen the woman’s identity and sense of self, we draw on Michael White’s
witnessing categories (see p. 26-27). We tell the woman what struck us during the conversation, and
the images of her life and identity it evoked in us.
Family and friends may also be invited to witness the woman’s account of the violence at a conversation.
A member of the shelter staff guides the conversation by asking the witnesses questions such as:

“What particularly struck you in what you just heard?” And “What is it in your own life that caused it to
make such an impression?” In addition to strengthening the woman’s own identity narrative, the
conversation also strengthens the relationship between the woman and the person witnessing it.
The body heals the mind
Physical exercises increase our ability to embrace sensations and emotions that we may otherwise
have blanked out. They also increase our ability to be in the moment and to reconstruct the sense of
the body as a safe place (LEVINE 1998). The body thus plays a crucial role in the healing process.

PURPOSE
• To ensure continued consultation and cooperation with the authorities (such as social services,
the family division, the police) involved with the woman
PRACTICALITIES
• A social worker conducts the conversation
• Conversations take place as required
METHOD
• We support the woman in her contacts with the authorities
• We draw up a residency plan
• We counsel the woman and talk about the violence

During the stabilization phase when we were dealing with the acute crisis we focused primarily on
reducing the woman’s arousal level. During the residential phase we can focus more on the
woman’s body image. We introduce her to exercises that increase her sense of the various states

We ensure continued contact with the authorities

and limits of her body. It is very important that she can exercise autonomy over her actions, and

During the residential phase, it is important that the woman and any children continue to receive

many of the exercises are of a kind she can do on her own between conversations.

integrated help addressing their immediate and future needs, and that the authorities are aware of
them and listen to what they have to say. The strategy planning conversations are intended to ensure
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that this is the case. The Danner social worker

challenges and opportunities in the woman’s

therefore set up a women’s group at the shelter.

all kinds of stuff to him to show him what it’s

coordinates these efforts both internally and

life. This means that the strategy planning

Membership is limited to five women at any one

like. I can’t believe I put up with it and believed

externally, and supports the woman in her

conversation is often combined with the

time. They must have progressed beyond the

all his bullshit about being sorry when he had

contacts with the authorities. Professionals who

supporting and recovery conversation

acute crisis stage if they are to be stable enough

beaten me up.“

do not have specific knowledge of the

described earlier in the chapter.

to benefit from the group. If they have children,

consequences of violence may need to be

we provide child care when the group meets.

The educator asks the group: “What do you think

informed about what violence can do to a human

The women must also be able to speak Danish

Mary’s trouble is right now?”

being and the support the shelter believes the

THE WOMEN’S GROUP

fluently.
Tina: “I was also really angry with him when I

woman needs. During strategy planning
conversations we also draw up or evaluate
current residency schedules. These specify
the woman’s goals and sub-goals and set out
the actions needed to achieve them and who is
meant to do what. The residency schedule helps
to clarify the woman’s options. It also provides
structure and overview.
Our starting point is the woman’s own wishes
and goals, but we also serve as the experts in
order to help her to achieve cohesion in her life
and to make decisions. We advise and guide
the woman on the basis of our professional
knowledge and experience and what we
know about violence.

PURPOSE
• A forum in which the women in residence
can share their experiences with others
and feel seen and heard
PRACTICALITIES
• A psychologist and a child specialist/
educator lead the group and guide the
conversation as required
• The group meets once a week, up to seven
times
METHOD
• We encourage the women to listen and reflect
• We provide information on trauma reactions,
violence theory and developmental psychology

The group ensures that the women are given the

came in.”

opportunity to share their experiences with
others in the same situation; it is a way of

Educator: “But when Mary talks about her

helping them to feel seen and understood. We

anger, what does it make you think about the

encourage the women to listen and reflect. This

situation she is in right now?”

improves their ability to empathise with other
people and understand them better, and also

Tina: “She’s dead angry and rightly so after

gives them greater insight into their own

everything he’s done to her. But I also reckon

behaviour patterns. The group addresses the

she’s pissed off for not walking out on him

experience of shame and guilt, the body’s

sooner, and for trusting him. But that’s what we

reactions to violence, and the women’s personal

all do.“

limits. We use physical exercises to regulate the
central nervous system and put the women back

Psychologist: “You know where she’s at, maybe?”

in touch with their bodies (read more about the
significance of the body, p. 90).

Tina: “Yes, of course I do. The men are so good

at knowing just what to do to keep us there and
A snippet from a group meeting:

make us feel sorry for them. I also stuck it out

involve helping the woman to process her

Mary: “I’m very angry with my ex-husband, and

for too long. I had no idea how hard it was on my

experiences of violence. This is the case when

the way he can just walk around out there while I

kids.”

The strategy planning conversations may also

we need to clarify the woman’s need for help or

The women support and strengthen each other

talk to her about contacts with the perpetrator,

Being part of a community of people who have

access or impending court proceedings. We talk

endured similar experiences to your own can be

about the violence and the woman’s reactions

invaluable. This is particularly true for anyone

to what has happened; we also focus on the

who has felt alone with their problems. We have

am trapped at the shelter.”
After the group has met, the psychologist and
Psychologist: “You say you are angry?”

educator schedule time to discuss the themes
that came up, the contributions the women

Mary: “Yeah, I’m just so angry, and I want to do

made, and their emotional reactions.
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SEEING THE PSYCHOLOGIST

PURPOSE
• To ascertain the woman’s need for help
• To support the woman with therapy based on
her need for help
PRACTICALITIES
• A psychologist conducts the course of
treatment
• Conversations between the woman and the
psychologist once a week
METHOD
• Therapy focusing on the woman’s relations,
mental processes and traumas
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course of treatment. If the woman has children,

The preliminary conversations with Anna reveal that she needs treatment that the shelter cannot

we tell her that the children will also be involved

provide. In such cases we refer women for psychiatric treatment or more extensive therapy at a

in ascertaining the family’s overall need for help

psychotherapy clinic or DIGNITY (the Danish Institute Against Torture). However, the conversations

or support.

also suggest that Anna will benefit from a course of treatment by our own psychologist.

At this stage we consider the problems revealed

Therapeutic help and support

by the woman’s description of her difficulties

The treatment often takes the form of weekly conversations. The psychologist draws on narrative

and resources, and we note her life story. This

theory, trauma theory, developmental psychology and attachment theory. The focus is on

enables us to assess her needs, and after a few

stabilisation and working through her traumatic experiences to escape from the negative influence

conversations, we share our professional

they have had on her life. In addition, the therapy is an opportunity to reframe her emotional

evaluation of the woman’s situation with her. If

experiences. It often focuses on experiences from her childhood and past life, and she presents to

the woman is to follow a course of therapy with

the psychologist the life experiences she is unable to take up and work through on her own. Some

the psychologist, we draw up a specific focus for

women have experienced psychological or physical abuse in childhood, or other forms of

her therapy with her.

maltreatment. The psychologist’s job is to reinforce the woman’s capacity to contemplate and
understand her experiences and to become aware of her own resources and options.

An example: Is it enough to see a psychologist?
The conference decides to refer Anna to the

An example: What happens while she is seeing the psychologist?

psychologist because she herself feels she needs

Julie wants to see a shelter psychologist. She has told her contact person that she has a need for

help: she has severe pain in her neck and back,

“unspoken words to be spoken out loud”. Her contact person supports her request. When she meets

We identify the woman’s individual needs

there are times when she loses her sense of

the psychologist for the first time, she is very nervous. She is afraid she will prove inadequate to

Before a woman starts a course of treatment

taste, and sometimes one arm is numb. Anna

the task: she fears how she will react when she begins to talk about her childhood. Julie’s course

by the psychologist, we identify the problems

is still suffering from early trauma caused by

of treatment lasts six months. By the time it ends, Julie has told her story of violence and alcohol

that require help. She may be particularly

her experiences of violence and war as a child.

abuse in her childhood home, and she has gained insight into her own behaviour patterns in

traumatized, or she may present with signs of

She married young, and her husband has been

relation to the violence in her own relationship. Her stress has been significantly reduced, and she

other mental difficulties.

extremely violent, with daily physical violence and

has moved into her own apartment. It has become easier for her to see and act in accordance with

humiliation. Anna says that she just wants to die.

her own dreams and values.

Prior to the course of treatment the

She feels she has nothing to live for. The psychol-

psychologist, the woman and her contact

ogist decides that Anna should be referred to a

Her new understanding of the traumatic experiences in her relationship (and in her childhood) gives

person have a preliminary meeting to discuss

psychiatrist for medical treatment, and supported

the woman greater insight into the mechanisms of violence and her own role in her violent

the origins of the woman’s need for

by a psychologist at the shelter with therapy that

experiences. This insight is essential to ensure her a life without violence in the future, and it helps

psychological therapy and the nature of

includes focus on the body. Anna will not be offered

her to be aware of her own vulnerabilities, resources and options.

communication between the psychologist,

group therapy: she is so traumatised that she

the woman and the contact person during the

may be retraumatised by the other women’s stories.
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CHILDREN
THE CHILDREN IN THE RESIDENTIAL PHASE
During the residential phase talking about the violence often creates a shared history between
mother and child about what has happened in the family. The child feels more comfortable in the
shelter environment and is often less afflicted by anxiety and stress.
The child lives a more normal life and often goes back to school or day care (if the risk assessment
shows that it is safe to do so). The well-being and development of the child does not only depend
on its degree of traumatisation: the mother’s well-being continues to play a major role, as does the
stage she has reached in processing her own experiences. Some children move in and out of crisis
depending on how the mother is functioning and what the child has been through.
The child may relive traumatic events long after it has been exposed to violence. Small, seemingly
insignificant reminders cause it to recollect what happened, the experiences intruding into their
consciousness as flashbacks while awake and nightmares in their sleep. During this phase the child
is often angry with its mother. Older children often verbalise their experience of being abandoned by
the mother due to her lack of energy and protection. Putting this experience into words challenges
the relationship between mother and child but also heals it.

OUR CONVERSATIONS WITH THE CHILDREN
TYPE OF CONVERSATION

MEDARBEJDER

Providing support and helping the process of recovery

Child specialist/educator

Informative

Contact person, psychologist or social worker

Children’s group

Child specialist/educator and psychologist

Seeing the psychologist

Psychologist
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We help the child to reframe its situation

Child specialist: “I hear that your father is very

In 2010 seventy children stayed at the Danner

During this conversation we listen to the child

angry at you because you told your mother’s

HOW DO WE TALK ABOUT VIOLENCE?

Shelter. In 2011 fifty-five per cent of all children at

and accept its responses with a view to

woman friend that he had beaten your mother

We do not often use the word “violence” in

shelters in Denmark were between nought and

reframing the child’s emotional experiences to

up?”

conversation with the child as the child cannot

six years old. BARLACH AND STENAGER 2012

prevent the violence the child has experienced

always relate its experiences to the concept.

from being an obstacle to its development and

Fred: “Yes, he says it’s my fault that we’re no

Instead, we focus on specific events. We also

attachment (ØVREEIDE 2004).

longer living together as a family.”

employ externalizing language. We say: “What

is it that dad does when his temper gets the

PROVIDING SUPPORT AND HELPING THE
PROCESS OF RECOVERY

PURPOSE
• To help the child to see its experiences from
another angle
• To identify the child’s competencies and 		
values
PRACTICALITIES
• The conversation is conducted by one of
the shelter’s child specialists/educators or a
psychologist or both
METHOD
• The child’s responses structure the
conversation
• We acknowledge whatever the child did while
the violence was taking place
• We draw parallels with other children’s
experiences of violence

Some children are so confident and curious

Child specialist: “That’s what he says, but he

best of him?” rather than “What does dad do

that they report on their experiences and they

also says that it was your mother’s fault that he

when he’s angry?” This separates the father and

raise issues of their own accord. However, to

beat her. And we both know that hitting other

the problem, since the focus is on the abusive

provide a starting point for the conversation we

people is wrong.“

father’s actions rather than his person, and it
also permits the father to be more than just the

or the mother often retell an episode from the
child’s life or describe a theme arising from it.

Fred: “Yes, he has beaten her up many times.”

perpetrator.

The themes are often linked to the history of
violence, but they are described in relation to the

Child specialist: “So it was right of you to talk

child’s life. Examples include sadness at not

about it. It was the only way for you to make sure

During the conversation information may come

being able to celebrate a birthday, missing

you and your mum didn’t come to any harm. You

to light that must be passed on (if the child says

friends, conflicting loyalties, and ambivalence

were looking out for both of you.“

that it has been beaten or otherwise assaulted).

in the child’s relationship with the mother and

This means that we are constantly aware that we

father, etc. When appropriate, we draw

Fred: “I was afraid that he would attack again

must always be able to justify the degree of

parallels with the experiences of other children.

and that next time it could be even worse.”

client confidentiality we exercise with a child

This sometimes helps to reduce the feeling of
loneliness.

(see also Chapter p. 52).
The child has not always developed words or
categories that cover what it has been through

We help to create a new narrative

Instead of asking the child questions, we try

and it may therefore need help to describe its

We help the child to find a preferential, detailed

to suggest possible ways for the child to

experiences. When experiences can be difficult

self-narrative capable of supplementing or

understand its situation and actions. Here’s a

to put into words, it helps to draw parallels with

providing an alternative to its problem-filled

snippet from a conversation with eleven-year-

other children’s stories, starting: “I have spoken

history of violence. During the conversation we

old Fred. It illustrates the way we help the child

to many children like you, and ...”. When the

look out for things the child says that reveal

to frame its actions in terms of the coping skills

child learns that other children have had

competencies and values on the child’s part; it

the child has exercised in relation to the

similar experiences and similar things the

is often possible to identify these by finding out

violence.

shame, guilt and isolation are reduced.

how the child reacted to the violence.
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Some children remain in the room where the abuse is taking place because it makes them feel that
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An example of a drawing:

they have some control of the situation. Some try to intervene, and others hide under the bed.
Whatever they do is an expression of the child’s strategy for countering and coping with the violence.
The child adopts the most appropriate strategy for that particular child at the time. We acknowledge
this to the child. We say: “So you took your little brother’s hand and hid with him under the table.

How brilliant of you to take care of the two of you! I can see that you felt you really had to protect
your brother”. The narrative provides openings which enable the child to talk about the traumatic
events in a healing way, and minimises the risk that the child’s identity will be defined by the
traumatic experiences.
Helping the conversation on its way
We often use drawing, toys, etc. as a means of helping the child to talk about the difficult
experiences it has been through. The child often feels more secure and finds it easier to move in
and out of the conversation when we give it dolls and modelling clay to play with; they also allow
the child to reproduce various topics of conversation in physical form. The conversation room is
equipped with selected toys and books illustrative of the themes that may arise, and which satisfy
the child’s need for movement and activity.
Children’s books and fairy tales have proved especially useful with young children. Young children
think in pictures, and through children’s books and fairy tales we can address themes that run
parallel to the child’s own experiences and feelings. They help the child to reframe its own painful
experiences as life experiences that are more universal. A metaphorical tale can help to expand the
child’s understanding of a theme that it might otherwise find hard to put into words. Metaphors,

Once upon a time a little prince and a little princess had to move with their mother to somewhere

images or drawings allow us to talk about the child’s experiences without being too confrontational.

they had never been before. They felt a bit scared and sad, but luckily they had their mum with them.
There were other princes and princesses at the big castle who had also moved there with their
mums like the little prince and princess. Everything seemed so big and so different, but it was also
quite exciting. There was a prince-princess-playroom where you could play without mum. It was a
bit scary at first, but also kind of nice.
We use whiteboards or flipcharts for simple drawings and illustrations. We also use mind maps or
network charts; when we are talking about the child’s network, for example, it is useful to be able
to illustrate it visually. Bullet points are also effective if the conversation is with older children and
young people.
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A network chart:
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We help the child to cope with change
Changes often take place in the child’s life while it is at the shelter. They may arise from decisions
about contact with the father, for example, or they may involve changes to the child’s everyday life,
such as a change of school. We help the child to understand and cope with these changes according
to the child’s well-being and current stage of development. In the snippet below, four-year-old Sofie
is taking part in a typical informative conversation.
Four-year-old Sofie is talking to the child specialist because the family division has ruled on
contact with Sophie’s father. The child specialist informs her that she will not be seeing her father
for a while. Sofie is sitting on her mother’s lap and does not say very much. The specialist uses
modelling clay to make a small rabbit with big ears. Sofie is fascinated by the rabbit and asks who it
is for. The specialist asks if she would like it. Sophie’s face lights up and she moves round the table
to join the specialist. Subsequently Sofie’s mother says that when they got back to their room, Sofie
played that she was a child specialist telling a little girl she would not be seeing her dad for a while.
This is an example of how the child (and mother) often continue to work with the information it has
been given after the conversation is over.

THE INFORMATIVE CONVERSATION

THE CHILDREN’S GROUP

PURPOSE

PURPOSE

PRACTICALITIES

• To tell the child about any decisions and changes

• An opportunity for the child to spend time with

• A child specialist/educator and a psychologist

other children and to share experiences
PRACTICALITIES

• To expand and develop the child’s self-

• These conversations take place as required

perception and help it to rediscover its

• They are conducted by the child’s contact person and a psychologist or social worker

resources
• To promote the child’s faith in itself and its

METHOD
• We present decisions and changes as specifically as we can, and in a way the child will understand
(i.e. according to its age and stage of development)

surroundings

are responsible for and lead the group
• The group meets once a week
METHOD
• We acknowledge the child’s own life and
coping strategies
• We provide information and bring the emotions
into focus
• We incorporate physical activities and play
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The children share with one another
The children’s group encourages light-heartedness, play, and physical activity. Being part of a group
that has experienced the same as you have is important for children isolated by secrets they felt
forced to keep. Besides our focus on experience-oriented activities and the body, in many ways the
content and methods we use with the children’s group are like those we use in the conversations
providing support and helping the process of recovery. The children in the group are from six to ten
years old. We tailor activities or the theme of the group to its current membership. Some days are
mainly for free play and physical expression. Other days are also devoted to the child’s individual
story. The child finds itself through the responses of the other children, and it is our responsibility to
ensure that the child feels acknowledged and appreciated. The next section describes some of the
group’s activities.

WORKING WITH THE CHILDREN’S GROUP

Relational (the group as a
secure base)

Cognitive (top-down) processes
Structure/organisation

Experience-oriented (bottom-up)
processes

Talking about the violence

Acknowledging the child’s
own life

Information

Play; activities that engage the
child

Drawing and painting

Reflection

Focus on resources, mastery
and agency

Togetherness

Affect regulation

Witnessing

Fællesskab

Knowledge

Shared experiences

Sensing

Arousal regulation/sense of self/agency
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The child needs structure and information
Having clear structure imposed on its day gives the child a sense of security that helps to regulate the
central nervous system. We therefore schedule the group’s activities carefully. Structure may be
particularly important if the child’s mother is unstable. It may mean repeating the same programme
from meeting to meeting, or starting each session by explaining very clearly what we are going to do
today. To manage and understand its situation the child needs information. By telling the child how the
body reacts to trauma, and about the mechanisms of violence, etc., we help the child to reflect on its
life and view its experiences from a different angle.

SAD

SCARED

ANGRY

We work with the emotions
A child who has grown up with violence in the family needs to be made more conscious of its
emotions. The stresses and abuse to which the child has been exposed often lead to a division between body and mind. This division helps the child to keep emotions at bay, and thus to endure the
situation it is in, but also makes it difficult for the child to control its emotions and reactions.
The purpose of focusing on the emotions is to develop integrity (a sense of self) and a mental plan
of action, so that when the child is under strain it can associate sensory perception, action and
emotion with words; after all, it is more socially acceptable to express your feelings verbally.
Emotions reside in the body, and being aware of how its body reacts in different emotional situations
increases the child’s confidence in its own emotions. We help the child to reflect on what makes it
happy or sad, and sense how the body registers this: “When I’m happy and I laugh, I can feel it in my

throat”. We make pictures of the body in which the children draw their emotions. Deliberately
working to improve the child’s ability to recognize, manage and express its feelings also reinforces
the child’s ability to reflect on others and their intentions, desires and motives. This is one of the
prerequisites of breaking the negative social legacy. There is an example of a drawing of the body in
which various emotions can be noted on page 107.
Movement and play strengthen the child
To lessen the child’s stress reactions and help it to reconnect to its body, we involve the group in
various physical activities and games that generate enthusiasm and lighten the mood. This creates
a sense of belonging and activates the body, increasing body awareness and helping the child to
rediscover itself through the body (LEVINE 1998, BENT ZEN 2004).

HAPPY

JEALOUS
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A child suffering from traumatic stress often has mild or severe sensory-motor difficulties, adverse
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SEEING THE PSYCHOLOGIST

bodily reactions and sensations, and poor body awareness. The child often fails to take an interest
in sensory and bodily activities the way other children do. In some children the physical activities
arouse anxiety and resentment; others perform the activities with little energy or contact with the
body. The children’s group is an opportunity for the child to work more deliberately on regaining
contact with the body.
The Tree of Life
The “Tree of Life” is an exercise based on the idea of using the tree as a metaphor to tell stories
about one’s life. The children are invited to think of a tree, its roots, trunk, branches, leaves, etc., and
imagine that each part of the Tree represents an aspect of their lives (NCUBE 2006). We use the Tree
in our application of narrative theory and practice to help the child develop a secure base. We work
with the child to build an alternative story from the child’s life based on a drawing of a tree. The Tree
has roots (where I come from), earth/ground (my current life), trunk (special traits), branches (hopes

PURPOSE
• To clarify the child’s need for help
• To provide therapy based on the child’s need for help
PRACTICALITIES
• Conversations are conducted by a psychologist, involving the mother as and when required
• Conversations take place once a week
METHOD
• Clarifying and working on the child’s relations, inner mental processes and traumas in a therapeutic
setting

and dreams), leaves (significant others), fruits (gifts, material or symbolic) and insects (threats). The
method has special focus on the child’s competencies and supports the child’s identity.

“When we work with the “Tree of Life” in small groups (two or three children aged seven years and

SEEING THE PSYCHOLOGIST AS A CHILD

older), observing how the kids support each other is always a very special experience. When they are

We decide if any of the children at the shelter would benefit from seeing a psychologist at our weekly

asked to describe the strengths they have perceived in the other children, they tell us many beautiful

interdisciplinary conference. The children’s case files (and those of their mothers) are presented and

little stories. These may be statements such as: “You’re really good at taking care of your little

discussed. It is imperative that the contact person works with the mother to clarify the need for help

sister” or “I have seen that you are good at comforting when other kids are sad.” Or, as one nine-

and reasons for referring the child to a psychologist. If the contact person is concerned about the way

year-old girl told another: “I’m so pleased you asked your mum to sing you a lullaby. How good you

the mother is coping with her role as parent, or the degree to which the child has been traumatised, this

are at taking care of yourself.” CHILD SPECIALIST/EDUCATOR, DANNER

must be discussed with the mother before the psychologist is brought in. The mother must understand
why the child needs to see a psychologist, and she must give her informed consent.

We identify the child’s individual needs
Some children have special needs that require psychological treatment. They may be particularly
traumatized, experiencing developmental difficulties, or facing other mental challenges. The course
of treatment starts with a clarification process during which the mother and the child meet with the
psychologist from three to five times to identify these needs and the kind of assistance the family
requires.
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Before this can take place the child’s mother must consent to the process and attend a preliminary
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a greater chance of receiving the right help in the longer term as well as immediately.

meeting with the psychologist as the child’s life history is recorded. We use the Working Model of
The Child Interview as a template for this meeting. In addition, the factual information about the

If the child needs further examination

child also tells us about its mother’s thoughts and feelings for the child (ZEANAH ET AL 1993) (see p. 118).

In some cases, the clarification process results in a referral to social services or other authorities
outside the shelter for a thorough psychological examination of the child. Sometimes the

The psychologist works with the mother, using the initial conversations to clarify what needs to be

difficulties we encounter are so severe that it is hard to ascertain the right course of treatment

worked on, to agree on the goal and duration of the course of treatment and whether it should take

unless the child undergoes a thorough psychological examination first. Such a case is illustrated

place with the child on its own or with the mother present (children under three are always

by the snippet below:

accompanied by their mothers). Having both mother and child take part in the clarification
psychological process is often useful because the process thus becomes part of the family’s shared

Three-year-old Lasse just wanders around the shelter. It’s hard to get through to him. He does not

history, further cementing the mother-child relationship. Working with the mother we can create

play with toys, but uses them instrumentally. First he strips the playhouse. He spreads its contents

continuity in the child’s life history, and the mother also learns how much the violence has affected

all over the floor and then returns them to the playhouse one by one. Then he asks us to get the

the child.

next toy down. This pattern is repeated over and over again, and he does not invite other adults or
children into his game. Lasse has no language but is clearly frustrated, and when he is not

We use various methods and tools in the clarification process: they include play observation and

understood he screams loud and long. The clarification process with the psychologist reveals that

PCERA (The Parent-Child Early Relational Assessment, see p. 118). The child’s contact person and

Lasse is underdeveloped relationally, linguistically and emotionally compared to his age. The

the mother will often have talked to the child about the violence just after admission, but it is

psychologist recommends that Lasse be referred for further tests to get him the right help and

important to address the issue during the clarifying process, preferably with the mother present.

support. The mother and the child are offered a course of treatment with a psychologist at the

This is to get an idea of the impact of the violence on the child’s well-being and functional abilities,

shelter to support the mother in her parental role.

and the extent to which the trauma will have to be addressed in future.
Lasse’s situation shows that it is important to assess whether the child’s difficulties need to be
If the child is under three years old, clarifying the interactions between mother and child will play

examined by specialists outside the shelter.

a central role at this stage. We look at whether their interactions are in harmony and further the
development of the child, or whether there are patterns in the relationship which are undesirable or

The right help for its age

detrimental to the child’s development. When the clarifying process is complete, the psychologist

Courses of treatment are tailored to the child’s age. Treatment for a child under three focuses on the inter-

provides the mother with a description of the child’s strengths and difficulties, the level of the child’s

action between mother and child (for more on the mother-child relationship, see pp. 112-121). If the child is

overall adaptability and how it functions in key developmental areas compared to the developmental

over three, the therapy will be based on play therapy, with the psychologist providing therapeutic support for

patterns we would expect in a child of this age. In addition, we describe what may have contributed

the child’s play to help the child to work through the trauma and issues in question. We focus on increasing

to the child’s difficulties and skills and the help the child may need (MORTENSEN 2010).

the child’s understanding of its situation and hence its internal reality. Our job is to try to begin a process
that reduces the child’s emotional tension and enables the experience to be understood in new, realistic

The clarification process may result in the child (and possibly the mother) being offered a course

ways with an eye for the child’s action strategies and resources. Slightly older children see the psychologist

of treatment by the psychologist. In many cases, we write to social services to ensure that the

with their mothers, and teenagers often see the psychologist on their own. The psychologist may give the

management has the psychologist’s record of the child and its difficulties on file. This gives the child

mother guidance in parallel with the child’s therapy, or mother and child may be treated together.
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THE MOTHER-CHILD RELATIONSHIP
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OUR CONVERSATIONS WITH MOTHERS AND THEIR CHILDREN

We have intensified our methodological focus on restoring the relationship between the child and
the mother. When there is violence in the family the child is often affected in several ways. Besides

CONVERSATION

STAFF MEMBER

being directly subjected to violence, the child often witnesses violence against its mother and in

Mother and child

Child specialist/educator or psychologist

many cases also has to live with a mother whose traumatic reactions make it difficult for her to

Expectant mothers or mothers with infants

Child specialist/educator or psychologist

function as a caregiver. The relationship between mother and child must be strengthened so that the

The mother-baby group

Child specialist/educator and psychologist

child will get as much support and reassurance from its mother as possible.

WHAT DOES VIOLENCE DO TO MOTHERHOOD?

MOTHER AND CHILD

• The mother’s crisis and trauma reactions may affect her care of the child
• The mother’s crisis and trauma reactions may be intimidating for the child and reinforce the child’s
own crisis and trauma reactions
• The mother’s ability to protect the child physically and mentally is weakened

PURPOSE
• To increase the mother’s awareness of the needs and development of her child
• To strengthen the attachment between mother and child

• The attachment between the mother and the child is threatened
PRACTICALITIES
• Conducted by an educator or a psychologist or both

The following section summarises how we foster parental care and describes the various types of
conversation we provide for mother and child.
We stabilize the mother’s trauma reactions
When the mother’s trauma reactions become stabilized, her ability to function in the present and

• Once or twice a week
METHOD
• We help the mother and child to create a shared narrative about the violence
• We tell the mother about the impact of violence on children

understand the child is improved. So we continuously focus on regulating trauma reactions, as they
make the mother less stable and predictable. In such cases it can be difficult for the child to know
how her mother will react. Some mothers have very low frustration thresholds: sudden, explosive

We help the mother to observe and listen to her child

reactions from the mother frighten the child. The child is at risk of developing insecure or

During the mother-child conversation the child’s story is often an eye opener for the mother.

disorganized attachment patterns due to its mother’s unpredictable behaviour (AINSWORTH 1978).

Knowledge of the mechanisms of violence helps the mother and child to construct a common
shared reality as a setting for the violence. Fostering the mother’s understanding of the child’s situa-

Our efforts to stabilize the woman or mother and increase her ability to contain their own frustration

tion is the most effective means of achieving changes in the mother’s care behaviour. Her increased

and pain are described earlier in this chapter.

sensitivity to her child may therefore help to show her the way out of the violence.
The silence we often observe between mother and child is a part of dynamics of family violence.
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The mother and the child want to protect each other, and so they suppress the violence. For some

experiences. Mary says that she feels weighed down by guilt at not having shielded Liv from the

mothers the silence is all about denying and trivialising violence, as the pain of seeing what violence

violence at home and she is worried that the violence will affect Liv’s well-being and development.

does to the child is too overwhelming. Mothers are often surprised to hear their children’s

Mary is uncomfortable about letting anyone else take charge of her little girl and so she does not

observations and thoughts about what they have witnessed, and the thoughts they have about the

make use of the shelter’s provisions for respite.

family’s situation. The broken silence and the common, shared reality as a setting for the violence
give mother and child a new footing. Although it may be painful to acknowledge how a life with

During conversation, we acknowledge the mother’s desire to protect her daughter, but we also try

violence in the family affects the child, creating and protecting the best conditions for the child is

to open her eyes to her daughter’s desire and need to learn by doing. We tell her about normal child

fundamental to maternal behaviour (SOLOMON AND GEORGE 2000).

development, and the mother manages to moderate her overprotective instincts.

In these conversations with the mother and child, we focus on making sure that the child’s voice is

Some abused mothers need educational support to re-establish the kind of communication with the

heard. We build up a structure for conversation so that everybody present knows what their role is.

child that will help the child to develop. They feel that they have lost their authority as parents and

An educator might say:

need help to re-establish authority over the child. The child’s reactions to violence can challenge
the mother in other ways, too: if the child is aggressive, for example. We help the mother and the

“I would like your mother to be there when we talk together. Then your mother will hear what I say

child by suggesting ways of dealing with fraught mealtimes or mornings when the child has to get to

and what you tell me and we can ask her if there is anything she wants to tell us. I know that she is

school on time, for example.

concerned about what you have been through at home. Maybe we can get her to talk about it?”
This example emphasises that it is basically the child and educator who talk to each other, and

A BREATHING SPACE FOR MOTHER AND CHILD

that the mother is only involved when appropriate. If the mother steals the show or if other

The shelter employs a registered child minder. The child can play and meet other children while the

unproductive forms of communication arise in the conversation, we take over and try to make

mother has a break to herself to shop or have one of her conversations with shelter staff.

conversation as beneficial for everyone as possible.
We focus on child development

We make sure we spot good mothering skills

Part of our support for improved parenting involves considering the child’s behaviour and well-being

We focus on the mother’s resources as a mother because it helps to foster a balanced picture of the

in terms of developmental psychology. Many mothers who have been subjected to domestic violence

life of the mother and child and to restore hopes and dreams for the future. We make the mother

try to compensate for the violent episodes the child has experienced by overprotecting the child. But

aware of the stories and moments when the mother and child come together. The positive stories

this can impair the child’s development.

often emerge when we let her mother talk about her child. We also talk about things the mother and
child can do together. We may ask: “If you and your child want to have a nice time together, what do

A snippet from a conversation with a mother about her daughter:

you do?” Talking about shared experiences can also help to re-establish involvement and positive

“Nothing must happen to Liv. She has seen too much”, Mary says. Mary is constantly on the alert

interaction.

regarding anything her one-year-old daughter Liv gets up to, and watches her every movement. She
wants to protect her daughter, but has no appreciation of what Liv is actually trying to do. Mary’s
nervousness inhibits Liv, who finds it difficult to go where her curiosity leads her and gain her own
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INDIVIDUAL CONVERSATIONS WITH EXPECTANT MOTHERS OR NURSING MOTHERS
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communicate, but the mother fails to register the child’s signals, we make the mother aware of
these signals and we encourage her to talk to it, touch it and smile at it to provide affirmation. We

PURPOSE
• Promote attachment between mother and child
PRACTICALITIES
• The conversation is conducted by a child specialist/educator or psychologist
• The conversation takes place once or twice a week
METHOD
• We support the mother’s attachment to the child
• We help the mother to process past traumas
• We help the mother to create structure in her everyday life

demonstrate the child’s attempts to communicate by putting its intentions into words: the child
specialist may say: “Yes, the rattle’s what I want. I’m reaching my hand out for it, but I can’t grab it.

Maybe you can give it to me? Yay! … thanks, mum!” The child’s idiosyncrasies and special abilities
make her mother happy and proud, and she feels closer to the child.
Structure in everyday life
If the mother has not yet established a rhythm with her infant, we help her to provide structure to
everyday life. This diminishes the anxiety and chaos felt by mother and child. Some mothers need
specific guidance on how many hours of sleep a two-year-old needs, and they need our help to
structure their day so that mother and child both get the necessary peace and quiet. Some women
lack good mothering role models, and may be more vulnerable as parents. Unless the woman has
worked through her feelings and conflicts with her own parents in a healing way, the mother and
child conversation may need to be followed up with counselling for the mother focussing on her own
upbringing.

We bring expectant mothers and new mothers closer to the baby
Expectant mothers and new mothers who have been subjected to violence may find it difficult to

We talk about the unborn child

establish a close relationship with their child. Expecting a child by a man who has acted violently

We are committed to supporting the expectant mother’s attachment to her unborn child. Talking

makes a woman insecure and depressed. She also feels guilty and worries about the baby and the

about the baby and the woman’s wishes and dreams of motherhood makes the baby more real, and

future. This can prevent or delay the natural bonding process. We try to put this right during these

the woman has her confidence in herself as a mother restored. Here’s a snippet from a conversation

conversations.

with an expectant mother:

Intuitive parenting

Rosa is close to term when she is admitted to the shelter. The child was conceived by rape. Rosa

In our conversations with the mother of an infant (from birth to two years old), we especially focus

feels physically burdened by pregnancy and is afraid of her impending labour. Rosa wants to keep

on establishing intuitive parenting on the principle that parents have an intuitive ability to respond

the baby. In our conversations with Rosa we aim to empower her to welcome her child: one way is by

to their child, even if their parental behaviour appears to be weakened. In our work with the

asking her to tell us about the births of her other children: about the joy she and her family felt when

mother-child relationship we focus on affirming the child’s personality and manner, hence

the new baby came. We talk about Rosa’s wishes for the birth itself. This results in an agreement

reinforcing a realistic picture of the child. When the mother is encouraged to talk about her child

that somebody from the shelter will be there to assist her during labour. We also describe the

and articulate its specific characteristics, this reinforces the identities of both mother and child,

support that will be there for her and the baby. Rosa gives birth successfully and the shelter has

and the mother’s sensitivity to the child is increased.

a little ceremony to welcome her and her new-born baby “home”.

We help the mother to read and create contact with her baby. If the infant repeatedly tries to
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daughter does not quite match up. The psychologist pretends to “speak” the child’s signals on
VIOLENCE HARMS THE FOETUS

behalf of the child and Susan suddenly sees the situation from the child’s point of view.

An expectant mother subjected to violence is at additional risk. The baby may be born with a
vulnerability that has implications far into its childhood and youth. It is not just the physical violence that

The Working Models of the Child Interview is a thematic interview guide that provides insight into

may harm the unborn child: being pregnant and in a constant state of arousal also affects foetal

how the mother (and father) think and feel about their baby (STERN 1995). We use it at the start of a

development. Research shows that stress hormones from the mother’s blood cross into the amniotic

course of treatment. Questions are asked such as:

fluid and can be detected as early as seventeen weeks. Infants whose mothers had higher stress

• What pleases you most about the relationship between you and your child?

hormone levels in the blood over a period during pregnancy have a greater risk of physical and

• Tell a favourite story about your child. What is it that you like about your baby?

psychological vulnerability, such as low birth weight, lower intelligence, neurophysiological vulnerability,

• Challenges in the child’s life: is there anything you wish had been different?

poor stress regulation and attention disorders (VAN DEN BERGH 2005).

Circle of Security (COS) is a tool to teach parents to observe the child and themselves when they are
parenting. It is used with children of all ages. The training program is based on attachment theory
and proposes a circle of security focussing on the child’s needs. It is a tool for teaching the mother

TOOLS FOR CONVERSATIONS WITH EXPECTANT AND NEW MOTHERS

(and father) to read the child’s needs and ensure that the child is safe when the family’s world is

We use a variety of tools to increase the mother’s sensitivity to the child. The tools are used in

turned upside down (see the model on the left). The circle is based on the child’s central

relation to children of all ages.

psychological needs that its parents can help it to fulfil:

• “PCERA” (The Parent-Child Early Relational Assessment) (CLARK AND ANDERSON 2010)

• Proximity to a specific person who will comfort, protect, and/or help organize its feelings

• “Working Models of the Child Interview” (ZEANAH ET AL 1993)

• Exploration: an instinct to follow one’s innate curiosity and desire for mastery, when it feels

• “Circle of Security” (COOPER ET AL 2005)

safe to do so

The PCERA method aims to foster the mother’s ability to interpret the child’s signals, her

To meet both needs the parents must provide a foundation of sensitivity, acceptance, cooperation,

experience of the child’s significance, processing her own relationship history and her experience of

predictability, attention and availability. A conversation using the COS might kick off with the

mothering skills. We video mother-child interactions in mealtime situations, for example, and score

following question to the mother: “When you say that you find that your child is demanding, what do

them according to specific parameters such as the degree of eye contact, reciprocity, cues on the

you think its behaviour means? Where is the child in the circle? Where are you in the circle? Which

part of the baby and cues on the part of the mother. This yields a more detailed description of some

need is your child experiencing right now?” The COS helps the mother to stand back, observe,

difficulties that may require further work.

reflect and thus gain a greater understanding of her child’s needs and behaviour.

Using PCERA:
The psychologist has made a video of the interaction between Susan and her daughter at a
mealtime. The purpose of the video is to bear witness to Susan’s skills as a mother, but also to
reinforce Susan’s ability to pick up on and understand her child’s signals. The psychologist selects
short clips showing Susan and her child on the same wavelength. Susan laughs and welcomes the
interaction. The psychologist then shows clips in which communication between Susan and her
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THE MOTHER AND BABY GROUP

The methods used in the mother and baby group
(children from birth to two years of age) are

PURPOSE
• To share the joys and worries of motherhood
• To identify resources to support the
mother-child relationship and a life
without violence

A SECURE BASE

PRACTICALITIES
EXPLORING
THE WORLD

• A child specialist/educator and a
psychologist ensure that the women and
children take turns for their voices to be
heard
• The group meets once a week
METHOD
• We talk about the child’s skills and
opportunities
• We help to put into words the child’s
personality and life story
• We provide information and guidance on
breastfeeding, sleep requirements,
protection from overstimulation, etc.

SAFE HARBOUR

based on the theory and treatment practices
we use when we are working with mothers and
children individually. The group focuses on the
well-being of the mother and child. Our starting point is to ask: “What have you been par-

ticularly aware of about your baby over the last
two weeks?” By encouraging the mother to talk
about her child we help her to see and understand the child.
The child’s individual traits arouse feelings of
pleasure, intimacy and maternal pride; this
all supports the attachment process. We set
the members of the group thinking by asking
questions such as “What grabs you most when

you see/hear…?” The psychologist and educator
ensure that everybody gets involved and receives
support in practising their motherhood. In our
experience the mothers often feel a great need
to talk, and so we have to make sure that the
babies also receive the attention they need and
are encouraged to interact with the mothers in
the group.

SEEKING PROXIMITY
AND CONTACT

The women share their motherhood

We provide information as required on the

At the mother and baby group the women listen

child’s psychomotor and communicative

to each other’s experiences, share the joys and

development, the need for rhythm and structure,

worries of motherhood, and meet each other’s

and we advise and counsel on breastfeeding,

babies. This helps the women to escape from

sleep requirements, protection from

their isolation, and feelings of solidarity and car-

overstimulation, etc.

ing grow among them.
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WOMEN
THE WOMEN IN THE EXIT PHASE
Women often feel ambivalent about leaving the shelter. On the one hand they are looking forward to
starting a new life and making a home for themselves. On the other hand, they worry about whether

During this phase social care and emotional issues when women and children leave the shelter are

they can cope by themselves, whether they’ll be lonely, and whether they are resilient enough to

our prime concern. In some cases exiting the shelter sets off a new crisis.

return to everyday life. They often worry about the role of the perpetrator. In addition, the paperwork
associated with finding new housing etc. can seem overwhelming. For many women, moving out of
the shelter therefore sets off a new crisis. Saying goodbye to the community of other women, staff

We focus on:

and volunteers at the shelter can also be tough.

• Securing the woman’s financial position and helping with practical matters in connection
with the move

In 2010 the average length of stay at Danner was seventy-six days. The leaving date often depends

• Ensuring integrated support for the woman and child

on housing becoming available. This means that many women have not yet fully come to terms with

• Making sure the woman and child are safe

their experiences when they have to move out and begin to rebuild their lives. Some women have

• Talking to the woman about her concerns and problems in connection with the move

described leaving the shelter as trying to build a house on foundations where the concrete is still
wet.

This chapter starts by describing what characterises the women when they leave the shelter. We
then look at the conversations focussing on social care and about the women’s concerns at this
stage. We also focus on how we respond if the woman wants to move back in with the perpetrator.

OUR CONVERSATIONS WITH WOMEN

Finally we describe how we say goodbye when a woman moves out of the shelter, what

TYPE OF CONVERSATION

STAFF MEMBER

characterises the children during this phase, and the methods we employ to help them.

On social care issues

Social worker

On other matters

Social worker (child specialist/educator,
psychologist)		

vv
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we work systematically and in an integrated way in
order to restore order to the apparent chaos and

PURPOSE
• To sort out social care issues in order to
put the woman’s mind at rest
PRACTICALITIES
• A social worker conducts the conversation
• These conversations often take place daily
METHOD
• We involve the woman and inform her of
the issues we are going to sort out
• We assume responsibility for initiating the

coordinate what needs to be done.
During the exit and aftercare phases we may help
the woman to:
• Mobilise financial aid (public and private funds)
• Put her in touch with other councellors who
can help her forward (in Denmark social
services provide family guidance counsellors
and housing consultants)
• Register with a new primary healthcare
provider, change her address, obtain an
unlisted address

required courses of action and following up
on them
INVOLVING THE WOMAN’S EXTERNAL
NETWORK

We restore order to the chaos of leaving the
shelter
When new housing is found for the women, they
receive varying degrees of notice. Some women
are only given a few days, while others may be
given a month or two. This makes it difficult to
streamline the assistance we can offer. New needs
for social care may emerge, and casework may
remain to be completed because no decision has
been reached on access, custody, divorce, etc. The
casework often extends into the aftercare phase
when the woman has left the shelter. Because the
women often feels overwhelmed by the practical
aspects of leaving the shelter, it is important that

We set up a network meeting with the family
and relevant persons from social services as
an important part of the exit process. This is
to make the network aware of the needs of the
woman (and any children) and to ensure that
the authorities take over the job of providing
support for them. In our view a coordination
meeting is a vital contribution to ensuring an
integrated approach.
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CONVERSATIONS ON OTHER SUBJECTS

PURPOSE
• To calm fears and concerns about leaving the shelter and the woman’s new life
• To create clear action strategies for her
• To talk about joys, hopes and dreams
PRACTICALITIES
• The conversation is conducted by a social worker (or perhaps an child specialist/educator or a
psychologist)
• These conversations often take place daily
METHOD
• We focus on the specific circumstances that cause concern, joy or hope
• We develop action strategies with the woman
• We focus on resources, values and options (strategies for empowerment and agency)
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that arise and we reduce the stress she is feeling.

IF THE WOMAN GOES BACK TO THE
PERPETRATOR

Examples of questions the conversation may

Almost all the women start a new household

address:

on their own when they leave the shelter.

Safety and setting limits

However, some of them decide to go back to

How far are you willing to go as regards contacts

the perpetrator in the hope that they can live

with the perpetrator?

together without violence. As shelter

What will you do if he …?

professionals we may be concerned, but how

How far into your home is he allowed to come?

she wants to live her life must always be the

The front door? The living room? Not at all?

woman’s own decision.

Who can you phone if …?
Loneliness and isolation

HOW MANY WOMEN GO BACK TO

How will you spend your spare time? What do

PERPETRATORS?

you feel like doing?

14 per cent of the women who left shelters in

Who can you phone if you feel down?

Denmark in 2011 went back to the perpetrators

Do you have anybody to mind the children?

BARLACH AND STENAGER 2012

Work and education
What are the woman’s options?

Can you get your boss to show extra

Exit comes with a range of challenges that set the agenda for the conversations we have with the

consideration at first?

woman. These conversations may be about:

How are you feeling about going back to college?

• Safety and protection after leaving the shelter (including contact with the perpetrator)
• Fear of loneliness and isolation

Hopes and dreams

• Belief that she will be able to cope

What are you looking forward to most when you

• Jobs and education

move?

• The father’s access to the children (in many cases this will not have been settled by the exit date)

What do you want for you and your children right

• The woman’s private network

now and in a year’s time?

• Maintaining a life without violence
• Hopes and dreams for the future

The action strategies must be as specific as
possible and drawn up with the woman if they

We help the woman to manage her concerns by focussing on specific ways of dealing with them. By

are to create a safety net and make her believe

emphasising that she has the power to act we help her to prepare mentally to cope with the challenges

that her problems can be overcome.
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remind her of the kind of help that is available

of letters or poems). We usually give the woman

WHAT ABOUT THE CHILDREN?

and to give her the opportunity to strengthen her

or child something in writing to take away and

When a woman goes back to the perpetrator we are always particularly aware of the interests of the

professional and social networks.

share with other people if they wish. Inspired

children:

by narrative theory (see chapter 1) we also

• We inform social services that the woman and children have gone back

use written testimony from witnessing

• We conduct conversations with the mother and child focussing on what will happen next
• In consultation with the mother we talk to slightly older children and tell them where to turn if
things get difficult at home
• We contact the children’s professional network
Subjects often raised in the final conversation with a woman who is about to go back to the perpetrator
include:
• Hopes and dreams for the future
• Safety
• Personal limits: what must change if she is to stay in the relationship?
• The option of returning to the shelter in person, by phone or by email
• The option of follow-up conversations and aftercare
• The help available – also to the perpetrator (such as ATV – Alternative to Violence, see p. 14)

GOODBYE DANNER
The folder contains information on the various
support systems that are available in her local
area:
• Emergency assistance, round-the-clock
		hotline, A&E
• Counselling: drop-in, legal aid, mentor 		
networks
• Services provided by the authorities (job
centres, citizens advice points, etc.)
• Practical help (where to shop for household
items, libraries, etc.)
• Community services (help with homework,
playgrounds, network activities for adults,
		etc.)

conversations: here is an example of our
testimony to a woman when she left the shelter:

Dear Mouna,
I experienced your time at Danner as very
intense. Intense in many ways. Of course, it was
an intense time because you were making major
life changes, but the intensity that particularly
struck me was your intensity in relation to your
two children. Intimacy and caring may be better
words – or maybe just love?
Your children moved into the Danner shelter a
few days after you. I was the lucky person who
welcomed your little family and took the three
of you to the room where I immediately noticed
how much you had done to make your temporary
home cosy and snug. You’d decorated the walls

“We talk about her personal safety and that the shelter will always be available. But we also remind
her that she must always remember her own red lines. We ask her what she has got out of her stay

When the woman leaves we hold a small

with children’s stickers, and Sofia’s cradle hung

at the shelter. Has anything changed for her? Will she insist on changes at home? Or is it all right if

ceremony for her and any children to send them

in the middle of the room, helping to turn it into

everything is the way it used to be? What are the alarm signals? When will she say “That’s enough”?

off and mark their new beginning. We tell the

“your room”. I was happy. Happy for your

She left for a reason, and that reason hasn’t just gone away. What has to change if she is to stay with

woman about the impression she has made

children. When I think of you and your children,

the perpetrator?” CHILD SPECIALIST/EDUCATOR, DANNER

on us, focusing on her resources, values and

one picture keeps popping up. It’s the cover

progress during her stay. If she has children,

I made for an assignment I once did at high

we do the same for them. We are as specific as

school of a collage depicting the globe. I had

SAYING GOODBYE

possible, recalling utterances or actions that we

given it eyes, ears, mouth, arms and legs. My

When women leave the shelter we give them a “Goodbye Danner” folder. It contains information

regard as characteristic of the woman or child.

picture of Mother Earth. I think I see it partly

on where she can turn for help and advice and services in her local area. The folder is designed to

We convey them orally or in writing (in the form

because it’s an expression of your multicultural
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background, but especially because I see you as a mother with great compassion, a great capacity
for caring, and great love. On one of your last days here Jonas woke up while we were sitting in the
common room. He came into the common room looking sad. You spoke to him lovingly. Pulled him
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CHILDREN

onto your lap and stroked him all over. From top to toe. He quickly calmed down completely, and was
able to turn his eyes to look at me and face the world again. Safe and sound once more. The picture

THE CHILDREN IN THE EXIT PHASE

of Jonas in your arms, being stroked from top to toe, remains so clear to me. It will serve me as a

Children react in different ways when the time comes to leave the shelter. Some can hardly wait to

very good picture of what I think means most you: ensuring your children a safe, loving upbringing.

get away. They have hopes and dreams about the life that awaits them. Others grow fearful and

I take away that picture of Jonas in your arms, as a reminder that words matter, but physical care

suffer a new crisis. In many cases violence is still an issue. Perhaps there are still problems

and love matter at least as much. The next day my son Mads, who is five years old, was really upset.

regarding access and custody may not have been awarded yet. Such things make the child feel

Instead of asking him what the matter was, I said: “Come on and sit with me.” He clambered onto

insecure.

my lap right away and I suddenly discovered myself stroking him from top to toe. It wasn’t long at all
before he slipped down onto the floor and went on playing. At that moment I remembered you and

The child may also be preoccupied by whether mum and dad are going to get back together again.

Jonas so very fondly.

The child may have tried this before, and doubts whether this time will prove any different. We often

(THIS LETTER HAS BEEN SHORTENED)

find that the child mirrors the mother’s feelings, and so if she is stable and ready to leave, the child
will be too.

CONVERSATIONS ON WHAT LIFE HAS IN STORE

PURPOSE
• To talk to the child about questions, worries and joys regarding the move and the new life ahead
• To formulate clear action strategies for life after the shelter
PRACTICALITIES
• The conversations are conducted by a child specialist and sometimes a psychologist
• They take place as required
METHOD
• We focus on the specific factors behind the worries and joys
• We develop action strategies with the child
• We focus on empowerment and agency
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Worries and joys

SAYING GOODBYE TO THE CHILD

We continue to offer the child individual conversations or conversations together with its mother that

When we say goodbye to the child, it is important that it is given something that it can use in

employ the same methods as the conversations during residency (see pp 97-121). The child may also

later life. As leaving comes closer we therefore focus particularly on documenting the child’s

continue to attend the children’s group (see pp 103-108).

development during its stay. For example, we help to enrich the child’s narrative identity by

The child is often preoccupied by questions such as:

reviewing the pictures it has made during our conversations or by telling it what we have noticed

• Can mum take care of me?

about the child during its stay: “I remember you from the first conversation we had together. You hid

• Is dad going to be living with us again? Are they getting back together?

behind your mum and didn’t want to talk about your family difficulties. You were angry and upset

• What do I do if the violence starts again?

then, but today you are telling how much you are looking forward to having your own room.”

• When and how much can I see dad?
• What do I do if I don’t like being at home with dad? Can I phone mum?

The child feels noticed and acknowledged, and it may take away the story of being in a shelter as an

• Do the kids at my new school know anything? Should they?

enriching experience. We try to give the child something that testifies to its time at the shelter. Later
on it will be able to get it out and share it with other people. In some cases, we give the child its own

We base the conversations on the child’s specific questions and together we explore the options

“Tree of Life” (p. 108) or a personal fairy tale or adventure (p. 101) to take home.

open to it. We include the mother whenever it is helpful to do so. We also talk to the child about
things it is looking forward to, such as having a bedroom of its own, seeing dad again or being able

Here is an excerpt from one such fairy tale:

to ask friends and playmates around. During the exit phase we focus on the child’s network, the help

Once upon a time there was a girl, as lovely as the day is long and as pretty as a princess. The girl

available, and support once the child has left the shelter. We work with the mother and the child to

lived for a short time in a particular place. She was very gentle and kind, but she was also good at

draw up an oral or written safety plan for the child based on the child’s own concerns. The safety

saying “That’s enough!” This is a very useful skill as it enables you to take care of yourself. She made

plan may deal with physical safety and it may indicate where the child can go for intimacy and a

a very good friend, and they will always be in each other’s hearts. That’s the way it is with really good

feeling of security. Who can the child turn to in addition to the mother if it feels scared and upset, for

friends. They never forget each other. The girl is now setting off into the big wide world. Good luck on

example?

your travels, girl, lovely as the day is long, pretty as a princess!

“The children may be the immediate reason why they and the mother were admitted to the shelter:
because they told someone what was going on at home. The children may be reluctant to tell anyone
the next time. When they leave the shelter they need to know that if it happens again they can get in
touch with so-and-so. A safety plan helps here. It says explicitly that it’s OK to tell somebody about
it.” SOCIAL WORKER, DANNER
Many of the children at the shelter have been living with secrets about what happened at home for
years. During the exit phase, clear agreements are made with the mother that it is all right to talk
to a member of the family, friend or school teacher if in case of renewed difficulties at home. This
relieves the child of a major responsibility. The safety plan spells out what the child can do and
strengthens the child’s belief in its own agency.
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08
THE AFTERCARE
PHASE

WOMEN
THE WOMEN IN THE AFTERCARE PHASE
When a woman leaves the shelter to set up a home and return to everyday life, she encounters
many new challenges. In many cases she and her children will not have finished dealing with their
experiences of violence, and yet now their daily contacts with staff, volunteers and other residents of
the shelter disappear. It is a situation in which many of them are vulnerable.

This phase is where we support the woman and her children in her efforts to live an independent life

“Often our efforts to help the woman to achieve stability and process her experiences are not

without violence. Rebuilding her life following a stay at the shelter can be difficult. This is a vulnerable

complete by the time she receives an offer of housing. This puts a lot of pressure on her. If we cannot

time for the woman, during which pressure from the perpetrator sometimes dominates the woman’s

provide proper aftercare, the woman may experience yet more failure and prove unable to cope with

own wishes and goals for her life. It is therefore important that she continues to be supported during

the expectations and demands made on her when she moves. This increases the risk of renewed

and after the rebuilding process. Aftercare services can improve the woman’s chances of establishing

violence.” SOCIAL WORKER, DANNER.

a life without violence, and also help her children.
Issues that may preoccupy the woman include the practical aspects of the move, fear of living alone,
loneliness, low self-esteem, insecurity as a mother, the father’s access to the children, education
We focus on:
• Ensuring that other bodies take over before

• Encouraging the woman to act appropriately
as regards the needs of her children

she leaves the shelter
• Improving the woman’s understanding of

In this chapter we start by describing what
characterizes the women who have left the

works, supporting her in her contacts with

shelter. Then we look at our aftercare services,

the authorities

their purpose, and what they provide. We go on

• Expanding the woman’s personal network

to describe what characterizes the children in

• Helping the woman to return to work,

the care phase and the help we can give them.

• Supporting the woman in finding her feet
as regards the perpetrator’s role in her life
and that of her children
• Making the woman aware of her own
patterns of behaviour

dreams and expectations about the life that awaits her. If the woman has been at the shelter for
a long time, it’s a great relief to get her private space back, and although many women move into

the law, her rights and the way the system

training or college

and training, family finances and contacts with the perpetrator. At the same time the woman has

homes with very few furnishings and fittings, they look forward to setting up homes of their own.
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OUR CONVERSATIONS WITH THE WOMEN

roles in her life during a difficult time. So we make sure we compliment the woman’s efforts to
create a secure, cosy home.

TYPE OF CONVERSATION

STAFF MEMBER

Home visits

Social worker (or psychologist)

Individual conversations for three to six months 		 Social worker (and/or psychologist)
(may be extended as required)
		

INDIVIDUAL CONVERSATIONS

Attendance at meetings with the authorities

Social worker (or child specialist/educator)

PURPOSE

Self-help groups

Aftercare therapists

• To support the woman with regard to needs arising after she has left the shelter

Courses of treatment

Psychologist		

Danner School

In-house and external speakers

PRACTICALITIES
• The conversations are conducted by a social worker and/or a child specialist/educator
• The woman may attend alone or with her child as required

In the next few sections, you can read more about some of our core services. The women are also
offered courses of treatment by the psychologist during this period of the kind offered during their
stay at the shelter (pp 94-96 for further details). Our long term vision is for all women to be offered
aftercare services tailored to their needs and opportunities. However, limited resources mean
waiting lists for our organised groups, but the other types of conversation are provided as required.

• The conversations take place over a period of three to six months, to be extended as required
METHOD
• Special focus on strengthening the woman’s personal and professional networks and helping her
to manage her own life
• The same conversational techniques and methods used during her stay at the shelter (pp 88-96)

HOME VISITS
We make up to two home visits: one when the woman is rehoused and one at the end of the
aftercare process. We try to send two staff members for both visits. This is partly to maintain a

The woman’s own wishes and values come first

professional distance by signalling that it is not a social call despite the homely setting, and partly

All women are offered a number of supportive conversations with the contact person they had

because it is useful to have a colleague to talk to when assessing the support the woman may need

during their stay at the shelter (we also use telephone, mail and messaging as means of contact).

in future.

The topics for the conversations are based on the needs of the woman and her children, and may be
practical or emotional in nature.

Home visits tell us how the woman is getting on in her own home and whether she needs help with
specific issues. If her home is very messy or dirty, for example, with many unopened removal and

We talk about how the woman’s wishes, needs, and goals can be achieved, and we help her to har-

storage crates or large amounts of unopened mail, this may mean that the woman is finding it

monise her expectations with reality. We ask her how she feels about her own effort and those of the

difficult to get on top of the situation. Where appropriate we also check whether the home is a safe

shelter, and we discuss the issues we will address during our subsequent conversations and decide

setting for her children. Home visits generally provide an opportunity to follow up on matters that

on who does what. Our goal is for the woman to become increasingly independent and to live her life

preoccupied the woman and children in connection with leaving the shelter. The visits are often

according to her own wishes and values.

important to the woman because she can show off her new home to people who have played key
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Treatment by one of our psychologists is also a service many women want to continue or to

For individual conversations we use the same conversation techniques and methods as we do while

commence during aftercare. At this stage, the woman is prepared to work on herself in a way that is

the woman is staying at the shelter (see pages 88-96). In the aftercare phase, however, there is

more process-oriented, with a view to changing and influencing her understanding of her emotional

greater focus on ensuring that the woman has a network (both private and professional) and on

experiences. Experiences from childhood are often also included.

increasing her control over her own life. Ideally this makes us superfluous when aftercare
conversations end after three to six months. In practice events and situations often occur later than

Taking care of herself

this and the woman may need our advice and guidance again. When a woman gets back to us like

The perpetrator is often prominent in the woman’s mind after she has left the shelter. Perhaps he

this we regard it as a sign that she wants to maintain a life without violence and we support her even

tries to stalk her now she is living by herself. Where does she draw the line? During the aftercare

though her formal course of conversations has ended.

phase decisions on the father’s access to the children are often announced by the authorities, and
the woman and child must relate to and cooperate with the father in new ways. Handing over the

An example of an inquiry from a woman who has just completed the aftercare phase:

child to the care of the father can be very frightening, especially if he has previously subjected the

A woman contacts us shortly after she has completed her aftercare phase because she has met a

child to violence or behaved irresponsibly in other ways. If the violence was exercised by another

new man. She is uncertain: is she about to have another relationship in which her limits will be

relative the woman faces the dilemma of how to relate to the rest of her family. Can she, for

exceeded and will she will not be able to put her foot down? She tells us that they had been invited to

example, avoid meeting the perpetrator but still see other members of the family? Setting limits is

a birthday party and she had bought a new dress for the occasion. She thought she looked really nice

often a key issue of these conversations, in relation to the perpetrator and perhaps the children, but

and was looking forward to showing her new boyfriend. When he saw her in the new dress he said

also in relation to employers and other demands made by the outside world. The woman may find it

he did not want her to wear it and to put another dress on. She felt hurt, but chose to wear a

difficult to accept that she is still marked by the violence and therefore cannot work at full

duller dress. She was saddened and began to remember episodes with her former partner. In

capacity. Some go back to work immediately after leaving the shelter. They feel guilty because they

conversation with the woman, it emerges that there also had been other episodes reminiscent of

have been away for so long, and put in extra effort to make up for it. They often make unrealistically

her former relationship, and she decides to end the new relationship. When she does so, he

high demands on themselves. In the individual conversations (and in our organised groups) we try to

makes threats.

help the woman to organise her life in ways that improve her capacity for taking care of herself. This
may mean discussing working hours with her employer, going part-time, or finding her
less-demanding jobs to do.
Examples of issues frequently addressed during individual conversations and group sessions:
• Family finances and other social factors
• The feeling that you are a bad mother, and mother-child relations
• Ambivalent feelings about the father’s access to the child
• What will happen to my child if I die?
• The desire for normalcy: for being a family despite unhealthy relations with a partner
• Loneliness and isolation
• Profound doubts about whether the woman can cope on her own
• The woman’s body and sexuality
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GROUP SESSIONS WITH FORMER RESIDENTS

PURPOSE
• To provide a forum for women who have left the shelter to share their experiences and feel noticed
and understood
PRACTICALITIES
• The group is facilitated by a social worker and a child specialist/educator
• It meets every other week for two-and-a-half hours including a meal. There are approximately
fourteen sessions
• The shelter provides children’s activities and childminding facilities
METHOD
• We contribute with our knowledge of trauma reactions, violence theory and developmental psychology
• We provide specific advice and guidance as required
• We base the sessions on questions that will make the women reflect on their own situations

The women support each other
Being part of a community helps the women to help themselves and each other to move on and lead
the lives they want to live. This is the philosophy behind the aftercare group. While at the shelter, the
women have already benefited greatly from the company of others with experience of violence.
Finding that you are not the only woman who has been subjected to violence, being able to identify
with the other women’s stories, share your experiences and seek inspiration is tremendously
valuable.
Joining the group
The woman is offered a place in the group on the basis of what we know about her and following a
referral conversation between the woman and the two staff members who facilitate the group.
The woman must be ready to join the group and stable enough to profit from it. Severely
traumatized women, for example, are not admitted to the group because trauma reactions may
affect the other members. Moreover, the woman must be able to speak relatively fluent Danish, as
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we do not have the resources to provide an interpreter. We also insist that she has moved into her

An example of such a document:

own home without the perpetrator. Women who cannot join the group are always offered an

When you started in the group, you wanted someone talk to about all the problems you were still

individual course of conversations.

having with Peter’s father. You were brimming with the many inner conflicts that were still a big part
of your everyday life in relation to feelings of loneliness, isolation and low self-esteem. You were very
active in the group and have worked with yourself a lot. You have re-established a network and become

GROUP CODE OF CONDUCT
• Whatever is said in the group stays in the group. The group lights a candle at the start of each
meeting to remind its members of this
• Everyone is entitled to her own opinions and attitudes and may not be judged because of them.
However, members must address each other respectfully, and racist remarks are not tolerated
• Members must not try to counsel each other, but speak on the basis of their own experiences

more aware of the conflicts you tend to get yourself into.
Today we see a woman whose self-esteem has grown and who is more and more willing to express
her feelings and insecurities. You seek help and you want to liberate yourself from the psychological
violence that you have been part of through your contacts with Peter’s father.
How the group sees you as a person:
A fighter, persevering, inquisitive, sensitive, vulnerable, responsive, someone we can say anything to,
happy, smiling, radiating joie-de-vivre, determined when it comes to change, respectful and

The women tell their own stories

affectionate.

The group is facilitated by a child specialist/educator and a social worker to ensure that the focus is on
the women and their children (the group can talk about child-related issues even though the children

The action plan we help each woman to draw up over the weekend clarifies the processes that the

are not present at group meetings). The women in the group largely choose the topics to be addressed

woman has already undergone and her goals for the future as regards herself, any children, and the

(see examples of such topics on p. 138). They each contribute with their stories of joys, sorrows, and

perpetrator. Here is an excerpt from such an action plan:

challenges. The resonance the stories create among the other members plays a central role: it is very
important for the speaker to feel that her story is acknowledged and that it gives the other members
pause for thought, perhaps about their own situations. We help women to explore their options, skills
and values. In addition, we contribute specific advice, guidance and knowledge about violence (knowledge of the mechanisms of violence, healing processes, etc.).
The sessions come to an end
We round off the aftercare group with a full weekend where there is enough time for each woman to
work with more focus and to prepare an action plan for the future. We present each woman with the
notes we have made during the meetings and a document describing how she comes across to us
and the other members of the group. In our experience it is very important for the woman to receive
such a document, especially if the woman has a dominant negative self-narrative. The document
offers an alternative narrative that she can read over and over again.
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THE DANNER SCHOOL
About the aftercare group and why I joined:
When I joined the group I badly needed somebody to talk to. Somebody who’d understand me
and what I’ve been through. In many ways I was still trapped in the violence, because of fights
over custody and access. I felt very alone.

PURPOSE

What I’ve worked on:
Self-development
Self-belief
Setting limits
Being able to sense who I am

PRACTICALITIES

I have managed to talk about all the difficult stuff, and found a space I couldn’t find anywhere
else. Having the chance to work on myself has been great and the assignments I’ve been given for
this have been really helpfulI am much more conscious about where things go wrong and what I
can do about it in future.

METHOD

• To improve the woman’s practical competencies and knowledge of society

• In-house and external speakers
• Attendance as required

• Talks, discussions and workshops

The future: career and education, family counsellor, contacts with the authorities, self-help
groups:

Civics and practical skills

Goal:

The Danner School consists of talks and workshops the woman may attend during and after her stay

Intermediate goals:

To find new strategies for situations when my limits are
exceeded. To be brave enough to say no. To have the courage
to admit other people.
My contact person at the shelter is going to talk to the
kindergarten about violence.
I’m going to check out the options as regards continued
education.
To start exercising again.
To go to the spa, have a massage or pamper myself in some
other way once a month

at the shelter. They are designed to teach her about the theoretical, political and practical aspects of
citizenship and extend her capacity to navigate in society and to run a household successfully.

EXAMPLES OF DANNER SCHOOL SUBJECTS
• Finances and money: drawing up a budget and surviving on limited means
• Do-It-Yourself: how to use a drill, a hammer, how to hang stuff up, change fuses, etc.
• The female body: with particular focus on preventive care, the health system, birth control
• Cheap, nourishing food that’s easy to cook
• Understanding violence and crisis: how the body reacts to potentially deadly life threatening events

SELF-HELP GROUPS
Many of the established aftercare groups want to preserve the sense of community and mutual
support once the season has ended. Danner offers to help them to set up self-help groups, initially
providing a venue. The groups can draw on the aftercare counsellors for advice, but they are meant
to run independently. In these groups the women help each other to continue living lives without
violence and to re-establish lives according to their own wishes.

• Practical exercises to regain peace of mind
In our experience the women who attend these classes benefit considerably. However, it is sometimes
difficult for them to find the time and energy to attend, particularly during periods of crisis.
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CHILDREN

CONVERSATIONS WITH CHILDREN, WITH
OR WITHOUT THEIR MOTHERS

good and not-so-good aspects of moving out
of the shelter and beginning a new life. The
support that the child receives generally

PURPOSE

THE CHILDREN IN THE EXIT PHASE
At this stage the child is both challenged and enriched by a life in a new setting and with new
structure. Many children are pleased about their new home and happy to be reunited with their
friends. However, the child may also be affected by expectations that fail to be fulfilled, and
impatience with having to settle into its new life. The child is often preoccupied by its mother’s ability
to cope and how its father regards the situation. The child’s well-being and development continue to
depend on the mother’s resources, the quality of its contact with the father, and the extent to which
the child’s specific needs have been attended to during and after its stay at the shelter.

• To support the mother and child to cope
with life once they have left the shelter
• To ensure that the mother remains aware
of the child’s needs
PRACTICALITIES
• Child conversations may take place with
or without the mother present
• Conversations run for three to six months
(may be extended as required)

AFTERCARE SERVICES FOR CHILDREN
SERVICE

STAFF MEMBER

Child conversations

Child specialist/educator and/or psychologist

Summer outing, annual party

Social workers, child specialists/educators
and psychologists		

METHOD
• We help the mother and child to
communicate about the challenges they face
• We make sure the child is heard
• We provide specific advice and guidance

resembles the support received during
residence at the shelter. Confidence in us is vital.
We provide a safe base that the child (and its
mother) can rely on if the new life becomes too
difficult. The focus often remains on
issues and difficulties that have been prominent
in the past, as this may be the nudge the child
needs if it is to progress into the next
development zone. There may also be new
challenges to be addressed during the
conversation. The child (and the mother) may
need help to build relationships, for example.
The child wants to make friends, but may not
have been able to ask playmates home before,
and does not know how to take the first steps.
Life after leaving the shelter is too often
characterized by the fact that violence is still a
factor. Unpredictability and fear of new conflicts
are part of the child’s new life, and it often feels
extremely ambivalent about the perpetrator. The

The aftercare services the shelter is able to provide for children are limited and rarely adequate on
their own.

We talk about the child’s new life

child may need specific advice about what to do

We offer conversations with the mother and the

if the father disparages the mother, and may

child if we and the mother consider that there

require support if it is to hang onto its own

is still need for support - partly in relation to

values and dreams.

the role of mother and partly in relation to the
challenges the child is facing. With the mother’s
without the mother if this is in the child’s

THE SUMMER OUTING AND ANNUAL
PARTY

interest or in the case of older children.

Every year we go on a summer outing and

During these conversations we focus on the

throw an annual party for current and former

consent, the conversations may also take place
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residents. It is our experience that our

Our vision is to resume the service as the

recurring aftercare events are an important

children also need support once they have left

point of reference for women and children who

the shelter.

have lived at the shelter. It is a chance for the
children to see the playmates and staff they got
to know there, and some women want to
acknowledge the support they received while at
the shelter. To others, the annual event may be

09
METHODS NOW AND
FOR THE FUTURE

what they need to resume a conversation or
sequence of conversations with a view to

We began this book by hoping it would inspire and improve the help we provide to women and

ensuring a life without violence.

children exposed to domestic violence. We would like to conclude it by outlining some of our goals
and plans for the future.

THE AFTERCARE CHILDREN’S GROUP
On various occasions, we have tried to run
an aftercare group for children. The children
were brought to the shelter once a week by

1: WE WANT TO REACH OUT TO THE WOMEN WHO DO NOT APPROACH US

their mothers so that they could associate with

It is a big step for a woman subjected to abuse to approach a shelter, and the statistics show that many

children also challenged by life after leaving the

never do so. Many of them do not require admission, but help to break the pattern of violence. To help

shelter. The group was run in the same way as

these women, we want to create a platform for outreach and preventive advice and guidance by working

the children’s group that children attend while

with local health centres, employers and associations etc. We want to provide professional counsel-

staying at the shelter (see pages 103-108) and

ling for women who do not seek refuge but who have been abused and need help to escape from violent

was facilitated by a child specialist and a

relationships. We also want to improve women’s knowledge of the system, their rights and the help and

psychologist.

support available.

What makes it difficult to sustain such a service
is that we cannot know in advance if there will

2: WE WANT TO OFFER HALFWAY HOMES

be enough children to start a group, or whether

Processing violence experiences takes time, and women and children often have to leave the shelter

every child will benefit from it. In addition many

and stand on their own two feet long before they feel ready. Some undergo a new crisis and become

mothers lack the resources to bring their

retraumatized when they move into their own homes. We therefore want to offer women and children a

children to the group every week because of

halfway home when they leave the shelter. This will enable them to create normal lives outside the

other challenges in their lives.

shelter setting, and while receiving help from us to establish lives without violence.
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3: WE WANT TO DOCUMENT THE EFFECTS OF OUR SERVICES FOR WOMEN AND CHILDREN
Danner has specialised in working with women and children exposed to domestic violence since 1979. To
share our knowledge we want research-based documentation of the types of violence, the way violence
affects long-term well-being, and finally, the effects of the services we provide. The information we
obtain will help to highlight the benefits of providing the women and children with qualified help and
thereby ensure that the shelters enjoy political support. The documentation will also clarify the problems
faced by each woman and map her progress.

4: WE WANT TO WORK WITH NATURE-BASED THERAPY
Studies show that there is considerable potential in nature-based therapy for women and children
exposed to domestic violence. It can alleviate severe stress and strengthen their integrity. We want to
integrate nature-based therapy into shelter services to empower the victims of domestic violence,
including children, and to teach them to regard nature as a resource for maintaining lives
without violence once they leave the shelter.

5: WE WANT TO DEVELOP SERVICES FOR FATHERS
It is very important for the child that the violent father learns about the way the child reacts to violence.
To help children currently or previously resident at the shelter we want to develop a child-focused
guidance service for fathers who will have access to their children. We will develop this service in
partnership with bodies already involved in this field. The service will improve the responsiveness and
understanding of the father as regards the child’s fundamental need for security, and help to ensure a
respectful relationship.

6: WE WANT TO DEVELOP SCREENING AND ASSESSMENT TOOLS FOR PROFESSIONALS
Cross-sectoral cooperation is vital if we are to help families exposed to violence, and we want to develop
methods to further such cooperation. Our aim is not only to furnish professionals with information about
violence, but to recommend tools and methods for screening and assessing women and children with a
view to providing the help and support they need.
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DANNER IS A DANISH NGO WORKING TO FOSTER RESPECT, EQUALITY AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES BETWEEN THE
GENDERS AND A WORLD FREE OF VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN AND CHILDREN.
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